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ADVERUSEMENTS.

"94, Commercial Road, PECKHA^^, y///i' 12, 1SS9.
"Dear Sir,

— I am a poor hand at expressing my feelings, but I should like to thank you. Your lozenges have
done wonders in relieving my terrible cough. Since I had the operation of '

Tracheotomy
'

(the same as the late

Emperor of Germany, and unlike him, thank God, I am still alive) performed at St. Bartholomew's Hospital, no one

could possibly have had a more violent cough ;
it was so bad at times that it quite exhausted me. 'J he mucus,

which was very copious and hard, has been softened, and I have been able to get rid of it without difficulty.

"I am, sir, yours truly, J. HILL."

Sold Everywhere in Tins, is. i^d. each.

Dr. J. COLLIS BROWNE^
CHLORODYNE
Is

THE GREAT SPECIFIC FOR CHOLERA, DIARRH(EA,
DYSENTERY
GENERAL BOARD of HEALTH, London, REPORT that it

ACTS as a CHARM, one dose generally sufficient.

Dr. GIBBON, Army Medical Staff, Calcutta, states :
" 2 DOSES

COMPLETELY CURED ME of DIARRHCEA."

COUGHS.pfOLDS,
V>» A 8THMA,

Xi. "ORONCHITIS.

DR.
J. COLLIS BROWNE'S CHLORODYNE.—Dr. J. C.

BROWNE (late Army Medical Staff) DISCOVERED a
REMEDY to denote which he coined the word CHLORODYNE.
Dr. Browne is the SOLE INVENTOR, and, as the composition
of Chlorodyne cannot possibly be discovered by Analysis (organic
substances defying elimination), and since the formula; has never
been published, it is evident that any statement to the effect that a

compound is identical with Dr. Browne's Chlorodyne tnust befalse.
This Caution is necessary, as many persons deceive purchasers

by false representations.

DR.
J. COLLIS BROWNE'S CHLORODYNE.—Vice-Chancellor

SirW. PAGE WOOD stated publicly in Court that Dr. J.
COLLIS BROWNE was UNDOUBTEDLY the INVENTOR
of CHLORODYNE, that the whole story of the defendant Free-
man was deliberately untrue, and he regretted to say it had been
sworn to.—See The Times, July 13th, 1S64,

DR. J. COLLIS BROWNE'S
PALLIATIVE in

NEURALGIA, GOUT, CANCER,
MATISM.

CHLORODYNE is the TRUE

TOOTHACHE, RHEU-

DR. J. COLLIS BROWNE'S CHLORODYNE is a liquid medi-
cine which assuages PAIN of EVERY KIND, affords a

calm, refreshing sleep WITHOUT HEADACHE, and INVIGO-
RATES the nervous system when exhausted.

DR.
J. COLLIS BROWNE'S CHLORODYNE rapidly cuts short

all attacks of

PPILEPSY, SPASMS, COLIC, PALPITATION, HYSTERIA.

IMPORTANT
CAUTION,

REMEDY has given rise

IMITATIONS. Be careful to observe Trade
Chemists, Is. lid., 2s. 9d., and 4s. 6d,

The IMMENSE SALE of this

to many UNSCRUPULOUS
Mark. Of ali

Sole Manufacturer :

J. T. DAVENPORT, 33, Great Russell Street, W.C.
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AD VERTISEMENTS.

BOVRI
^

THE VITAL PRINCIPLE OF

PBIBIE OX BEEF
CONTAINS INFINITELY MORE NOURISH-

MENT THAN ORDINARY MEAT EXTRACT
OR HOME-MADE BEEF TEA. IT

GIVES INCREASED VITALITY

TO THE HEALTHY, AND IS

RELISHED AND RETAINED BY

INVALIDS WHEN ORDINARY
FOODS ARE REJECTED. IT FORMS

"-_ A STRENGTHENING, INVIGOR-

, - ^-^^^^ ATING BEVERAGE OR

^^^-''^ }''^^^^ A SUSTAINING, SAVOURY

'^^^f^jl^^
^

SANDWICH PASTE, AND
WHEN USED IN THE PREPARATION OF SOUPS,

GRAVIES, ENTREES, ETC., THE PERFECTION OF

APPETISING, NOURISHING COOKERY IS ECONOMI-
CALLY ACHIEVED.

Of Grocers^ Chemists, Stores, etc.. Everywhere.
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AOVERUSEMENTS.

Bu liter's

Nervine

Cures

TOOTHACHE
Instantly.

Relieves

NEURALGIA
Instantly.
"Owing to extensive decay in two double teeth, I suffered for

<l:<ys excruciating pain. I was recommended lo try I!unter"s

Nervine. 1 did so. 'I'o my joy, the pain quickly and entirely
ceased. I have since repeatedly derived tlie greatest possilj!e

relief in severe neur:d3ic headache from four to five drops ol

liun:cr's Nervine, taken upon a lump of white sugar."
Ucv. AlUKiiY C. I'mcE, B.A. (late Fellow of New College, Oxford).

"
Very severe cases under my care have found instantaneous and

permanent relief. Having used it with invariable success, I recom-
mend its use to the profession and the public."

J. Hou.NSELi., E<:ci.,F.R.C.S., ?,I.D.

A// Chemists, \s. \\d.

Puriline TOOTH
POLISH

Will rurify ami Beautify the Teeth with a Pearly Wiiite-

ncss, Polish the Enamel, Prevent Tartar, Destroy all

Living Germs, and Keep the Mouth in a Delicious Con-

dition of Comfort, Health, Purity, and Fragrance. It is

not a Powder or Soft Paste that will scatter over clothing

and soil the toilet. Price is. Sold by Chemists, &c. Post

free by A. Wilson, 422, Clapham Road, London. S.W.

WEDDING PRESENTS.
800 PICTURES!

oice, and Varied
the most popular

ENGRAVINGS

ENGRAVINGS

ETCHINGS.

ETCHINGS.

Geo. Rees has always a Large, Ch
Assortment of Pictures, by
Artists of the day.

Marcus Stone's
Love at First Sight.

A Stolen Kiss.

The Honeymoon.

WEDDING

PRESENTS.

WEDDING

PRESENTS.

WEDDING

PRESENTS .

WEDDING

PRESENTS.

Sir F. Leighton's
Solitude,

Farewell,
Wedded,

The Hesperldes.

Hunting,
Golfing,

Racing,
Yachting.

Beautifully
and

Handsomely
Framed,

SPORTS.

SPORTS.

GEO. REES.

GEO. REES, Savoy House, il5, Strand, London.

ESTABLISHED 40 YEARS.

TO BE PUBLISHED IN THE SPRING

omie

Price Sixpervce.
@i @i ®

#/^

This Volume will consist of a series of Original and other

Sketches. It will be followed at regular intervals by addi-

tional Parts.
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^^r~--——p, rpYPEWRITERS.—Tremendous Bargains in Remingtons,

*^^^^^^^^^m Barlocks, Hammonds, Yosts, Caligraphs. Use of Machine

^^^^^^^^^P Taught Free. Terms Cash on Easy Terms. Typewriters Lent

O^^SM^^ °" Hire, also Exchanged on Moderate Terms. Finest Ribbons

^^^^^^^^^^K and Sundries for all Machines at Reduced Rates. MSS-

gji^^^^^B^^^^ Copied with Accuracy and Despatch. Special Attention to

"- jT^^^sa^^p?'>g" Country Orders. Catalogue Free.

|\|, TAYLOR, Manager, National Typewriter Exchange,
7A, Chanccfy liane (flolbopn End), liondon.

Telephone No. 6690. ESTABLISHED I8£4.

J0g Special Bppointinciit ^^|D#^ to Ibcu /ibajcst^ tbc Q.\\cc\\,

Jan. 12, 1888.

AN

rq at ear 6 l^e it! k i-c
TABLEAUX VIVANTS, BAZAARS, FANCY DRESS BALLS.

Euery Requisite Supplied.

COSTUMES, WIGS, SCENERY, LIMELIGHT, ARMOUR, FLAGS, DECORATIONS.
SPECIAL SETS FOR LIVING CHESS, MRS. JARLEY'S WAXWORKS, ETC.

CHRISTMAS PARTIES MADE JOLLY.
Every description of Mask and Animal Dresses on hire, Blondin Donkeys, Boxing Kangaroo, Dog, Cat, Fox,

Elephant, etc. Complete small sets of Costumes for Charades and Children's Pantomimes.
A Complete Stage and Scenery fitted in any sized room without a nail being driven in walls or floor.

Estimates given. Catalogue and Circulars Free.
LADIES' AND GENTLEMEN'S COSTUMES FOR FANCY DRESS BALLS A SPECIALITY.

Artistic and Correct Costumes, \Veightless and Graceful Wigs,

CoDipclcnt Assistants sent to all parts luith every necessary, npon most reasonable terms,

ROYAL AMATEUR THEATRICALS AT OSBORNE.
CouRi" Circular, Oshomc, Tuesday. Daily Telegraph, Jan. 2nd, 1895."... Mr. Clarkson furnished the Costumes, Wigs, and Scenery for the 'lableaux. . . ."

^^ QLARKSON,
(Co0^untut anb (pevtuquut,

45 & 44, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON.
See also Advertisement on inside op Back Cover.
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AD VERTISEMENTS.

THE Urand Uld ITI EDICINERAND
MORE BOTTLES OF

OLD DR. JACOB TOWNSEND'S SARSAPARILLA

Have been sold than any other Medicine on Earth.

To be ill Good Hcaltli you must have Pure

Blood, and Old Dr. Jacob Townsend's Sarsa-

parilla enables you to have this desideratum.

It Purities the System of all Morbid Matter,
and makes the Blood New and Piue. It

cleanses the Stomach and Bowels of Acrid

Humours, Acidity, and all Mucous Matter,
which causes so many fatal diseases. It is the

only Safe Remedy for Torpid Liver, Febility,

Lidigestion, Anaemia, Rheumatism, Gout,
Scrofula, and all kinds of Eruplions.

IVLany Imitations of Old Dr. JaCOb TOWDS-
end'S SarsaparlUa have sprung up during
tlie 105 years of its existence, but not possess-

ing any virtue of their own have disappeared.
Old Dr. Jacob Townsend's Sarsaparilla is

made from the Original Recipe of the Old

Doctor, and no other Firm in the world can

prepare it. Be not misled by Imitations, which
will only create disappointment.

Has for

105 Years

CURED
PEOPLE.
The proprietors

hold testimonials
irom four genera-
tions of the same
families who have
taken this medi-
cine, and we
challenge any
other prepara-
tions to show this

record.

MEDICAL

TESTIMONY.

Read the following
Restorative.— C. R. HaxtEv, M.R.C.S..

Eng., writes :
—" As a stinndant and higli-class

restorative, I consider your preparation unsur-

passed. I hat it is a valuable purifier of the

blood I am assured.''

Blood Diseases.— Dr. Irvine, of Irvine-

stone, says :
—"I have been in the habit of

ordering your Sarsaparilla for my patients,
with the Ijest re.-^ults. Send me six quarts and
six mammoth bottles.''

Family Medicine. — Read the following
letter of a distinguished Churchman :

—" Ben-
nett's Bridge. The Hon. the Dean of Lis-
MORE requests Dean, Steel & Co. will send
liiin two bottles (js.6ci.) of their Old Dr. Jacob
Townsend's .Sarsaparilla. The Dean has no
ol'jection to their publishing that he has found
lh;ir Sarsaparilla very uselul in his family."

Greenwich, March 12.

Dear Sirs,—Thirty-five years since I was
recommended to take Dr. Jacob 'I'ownsend's

Sarsaparilla by a friend. I had then been
under the doctors' care for months. I deter-
mined to try it, and the effect was surprising.
I have never taken any other medicine since

except yours. I am now 75 years of age, and
have never been belter in my lil'e.—Vonrs truly,

M. E. Vincent.

Be sure to ask for Old Dr. Jacob Townsend's, and
'do not have Imitations pushed on you \vhich \vould be
wortliless.

/« Bottles, 2/6, 4/6, 7/6, and 11/-, or sent free ly Post for the
same Prices.

OLD DR. JACOB TOWNSEND'S PILLS.
The Mildest, yet the most effective Pill on earth. Millions of

Boxes have been sold by personal recommendation without adver-
tising. Invaluable to ladies for improving the Complexion, as they
purify the system. Cure Bilious and Liver Complaints, Acidity
and Heartburn, Flatulency, and all disorders of the Stomach and
r.owels. THEY .are an INFALLIBLE REMEDY for HEAD-
ACHE, i/ii, k/q, and 4/6 per Box, or Sample Box sent Post Free
for 14 stamps. Oi-d Dr. Jacob Townsrnd's Remedies Depot,
European Branch, 39, Theobalds Road, London, W.C,

NOW

READ PUBLIC

OPINION.

THE NEW PATENT

Sound Discs
Completely overcome Deafness and
Head Noises, no matter of how long
standing. Arc the same to th-..- ears as

glasses are to the eyes. Invisible. Com-
fortable. Worn months without removal.

Explanatory Pamphlet Free.

THE J. W. WALES CO.,
62 and 63, Wew Bond Street, London, W.

THE

DEAF

FOOTS' PATENT

COMBINATION SCISSORS
Are the most convenient and useful Pocket

Companion for either Lady or Gentleman.

They not only combine the following

NINE USEFUL ARTICLES.
Scissors, Cigar and Flower Cutter,
Pliers, yincli measure. Paper Knife,
Screiu-driverand Puihvay Carriage Key,
Piercer, Nail File, Wire Cutter and

Coin Tester,

but the general uses to which they can be

applied are innumerable.
Warranted Sheffield juake and to givt

entire satisfaction, orprice refunded.

Sent, post paid, in Leather Sheath—
Polished Steel, is. ?,d. ; Nickel-Plated, 3s. Sd.—K. A. FOOT &
SON, 62 and 63, New Bond Street, London, W.

HOME
FOOTS'
GYMNASIUM

FOR
GENTLEMEN, LADIES. YOUTHS, ATHLETE,

OR INVALID.

Develops all the muscles, expands the

chest, strengthens the lungs, aids diges-

tion, invigorates the body, improves the

physique, and gives increased health and

strength to every part of the human system .

The most complete Home Gymnasium and
Health Exerciser in the world. Worked
on a new principle which involves neither

strain nor fatigue. Adjustable
—Compre-

hensive—Scientific—Durable. Is easily

fixed to any wall, occupies but little space,
and guaranteed to give entire satisfaction.

Highest indorsements. Price from 21s.

Illustrated Catalogue Free.

R. A. FOOT & SON, '\^'X^^ZiT

IMPROVED

HOME TURKO-RUSSIAN
FOLDING Bath Cabinet.

Port.able, and can be used in

any room. Dry Steam, Vapour
Oxygen, Medicated and Per-
fumed Baths. Sure cure for

Colds, Rheumatism, etc. Pre-
vents contracting disease. In-

sures a healthy, clear complex-
ion, and prevents Obesity. Send
foi descriptive circular.

p. A. FOOT & SON,
"S^- 62 & 63, New Bond St., London, W.



ADVERTISEMENTS.

W.WATSON & SONS,
©pticiaiii? to 1lD.fII>. (3ovcinnicnt,

313, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.
A7cardt\i 38 GOLD and other MEDALS at the principal InUr-

na.'ional Exhibitions of the World.

Acme Binocular Glass.
Perpetual Calendar and

Compass combined.

Slout 0>sc, JertcUcd Centre, R.ir Neille,
Metal Dial Compass. Very tiiic^t quality.

i8ct. Gold£3 3 15 ct. ColJ £2 15

Silver . . £1 10

Fetter Link Charm Compass.
Of Best Qualiiy.

i8ct. Gold, £3 3 15 ct. Gold, £2 17 6

J^ilvcr, £16

COMBINES rat.Jt ^J!r' ±̂J'^^^^^ ^ '*
iiB!H*^'

'' ''^* Twelve Lcnset, and is perfectly acliro-

Long Range, jP*-- m'iSiv^M, fc~ '^arlJi '"aiic. Dbmeter of Object Glass, i J in. Ha-

Brilliant Field X ^1 I 9 ^B ^^^^^^ ^^^ ^"" '"'' Spray, and the body i.

Smallest'compass. SBV^I Vl covered in Crocodile Skin. Su.ialle fot either

Finest Workmanship. ^f^^S^ 'C^ ^^ I .eld or Opera.

."^i K . 1. •-i:i) »J ill. (
.

PRICE, IN CASE, £2 10 0, or 1 OUNTED IN ALUMINIUM, £4 4 0.

Catalogues containing lull |iariiciil.irs ol liie above anJ sinuUr .i-irumcnts, Tiioto^raphic Apparatus, Maj;ic Lanterns, Mic!osco;c.s,

Microscopic Objects, &c., sent I'ost Free on application to

W. WATSON & SONS,
{Sole Addresses) SIS, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C. ; ani 78, Swanston Street, Melbourne, Australia.

TRY IT IN YOUR BATH

Cloudy AMMONIAUUnUbu 6 Household)

MARVELLOUS PREPARATION.
Refreshing as a Turkish Bath.

Invaluable for Toilet Purposes.

Splendid Cleansing Preparation for the Hair.

Removes Stains and Grease Spots from Clothing;.

Allays the Irritation caused by Mosquito Bites.

Invigorating in Hot Climates.

Restores the Colour to Carpets.
Cleans Plate and Jewellery.

Is. Gottle for six to ten Baths.

Of all Grocers, Chemists, Etc.

ij

SCRUBB & CO., 32b Southwark Street, London, S.E.

MANUFACTURERS OF SCRUBB'S ANTISEPTIC SKIN SOAP.
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HOLLOWAY'S
PILLS AND OINTMENT

May be taken with perfect safety by

"'^ abe 3l)oim(j, tbe ©l& aiiD tbe ^in^aliD,

^THE PILLS CURE INDiaESTION,
Loss of Appetite, Bile, Sick Headache,

Complaints of tlie Liver, &c.

They are unequalled for all Feffla,le Ailments.

THE OINTMENT CURES GOUT,
Lumbag'o, Sciatica, Rheumatism, Bronchitis,

Asthma, Sore Throat, Quinsy,

Wheezing", and Tig-htness at the Chest,

AND ALL DISEASES OF THE SKIN.
Manufactured only at 78, NEW OXFORD ST., LONDON.

Sold by all Chemists and Medicine Vendors.
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AD VEjRusemeNTS.

GERAU PASTILLES
Act by Inhalation and Absorption DIRECTLY upon tlie Respiratory

Organs for

COUGHS, COLDS, BRONCHITIS, HOARSENESS,
CATARRH, ASTHMA, LARYNGITIS, ETC.

Mucli preferable to Pills, Potions, and Syrups, etc., wMcli only irritate the Stomach without

reaching the seat of the Disease.

THEIR EFFECT IS INSTANTANEOUS.
«ER/\UDEL.'S PASTIL.L.KS are most agreeable to the

taste, and contain the purest essence of Norway Pine Tar, which
has attained greater success in bronchial and catarrhal affections

than any other substance or drug hitherto employed. They contain

no narcotic or other injurious drug, and, unlike numerous other

cough remedies, are not required by the Act of Parliament to bear
the Label "Poison.

'

They are entirely harmless, and can be used

by old and young without danger. They can be used at all hours,
before or after meals, without the slightest inconvenience.

Slowly dissolved in the mouth, they give off a soothing, refreshing, and healing

vapour of Pine Tar, which is thus breathed into the bronchia and lungs upon the very
seat of disease, affording immediate relief, and effecting a gradual and lasting cure.

Owing to their direct action upon the bronchial tubes and lungs, they are infinitely

superior to all other remedial agents,

<jrI<:ii/!lLrBM<:t,'S l»ASTIl,Iil-:s are admirable in voice affections, strengthen-
ing the larynx, and preserving the voice. They should be used constantly by smokers,
and by all whose vocal organs have any unusual strain to undergo. They are

invaluable to those who are liable, owing to their occupation, to inhale irritating and
noxious vapours or dust.

Cii<:iiAF»EIi'S PASTItlKS were the only Pine Tar preparation to which
an award was given by the International Jury of the Exposition Universelle of 1878,
Gold Medal, Paris, 1885 ; tried by the French C;overnment, by Ministerial decision,
on the advice of the Board of Health. Autl o.ised in Russia, by the Imperial
Government, with the approval of the Medical Board.

Price per Case, Is. 1\d., with directions for use.

Can be ordered through any Chemist, or will be sent post free on receipt of price,
from the WHOLESALE DEPOT for GREAT BRITAIN :

FASSETT & JOHNSON, 32. SNOW HILL, LONDON, E.C.

tEHfflJDELS PASTIBS
'SiHriING- =r ABSORPTION MM"*'-*"''

^'<^im\OHAl Ik. EFFICACIOUS iISi

PINE TAR

,„,,, Zi COLtlN'^i

-'I&JOHNSON.sa.Sm/v lliLLf"^.

'MACE IM FRAUCE)
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LUT A GENUINE

FLOR
DE

DINDIGUL
(A niediiim-mild Indian Cigar)

can be obtained of

BEWLAY&CO.(Ltd.),
49 & 74, Strand,

and 143, Cheapside, E.G.

Toluiccoitists to Mt' J\oyai J'aiiiu'y.

221- and 201- per 100.

(Two sizes.)

Samples, 3d. each.
Four & five for One Shilling.

(i2 Staiii/s.)

Flor de Dindigul Bouquets,
.special (small and verj' mild),
2is. per ICO.

Flor de Dindigul Cigarettes
(all Tobacco Leaf, no paper),
a deli^litfnl wliiff, 8i. per loo.

Samples 12 stamps.

TMI5 I S NOT A
Flor de dindigul

FLOR DE DINDIGUL CIGARS
Are snpplied to Her Majesty's Forces thronghout the United

Kingdom ;
the Jackson-Harmsworth Expedition to the Norlli

Pole ; the Sultan of J'erak, etc.

The largest sale of any Cigar in the World.

ROMANO'S RESTAURANT,
399, STRAND, 400.

Luncheons, Dinners, Suppers.

Tcil'/e iVHoie or a la carte. Service al Separate Tables.

The House has been lately rebuilt : special care has

been displayed to ensure thorough ventilation. The

decorations, electric light, and other general dispositions

have rendered Romano's one of the sights of London.

Elite orchestra. (Quietude, comfort, and personal

supervision of A. Romano.'

Telephone No. 35428. Telegrams, "Romano, Strand,

London."

399, STRAND, 400.

RESTAURANT ROMANO,

TELE
"
CARLTON "

(Patent).

CARD CASE, , . .

MEMORANDUM
TABLET

and
PENCIL COMBINED.

SOLID SILVER
(Hall Marked)

me.
No Hinge or Fastening

to get ont of Order.
A Card Released by a

Slight Jerk.
No Necessity to Re-

move Gloves.
Tablet is Everlasting.
Saves Carrying a Pocket

l!ook.

Less Bulky than the

ordinary Card Case.

Obtaiiinblc Evcrywlicre.
II 'Itolcsale :—

H. J. COOPER & Co.,
Ltd.,

22,Thavies Inn, Holborn

Circus, LONDON, E C.

"^^^^^ ^cvj-t^in_cj 'jeem
^-3 JT WALWt)RTH,Surrej,.f
^> Plcdsc Observe rhe E.E.S. o

"? IN Steedmaim -v;-!^



Clergyviau : "WiiJ. YOU take this man to de your husham;;"

Bride: "Ik YOU please, sir."



A BALLAD OF AN ARTIST'S WIFE.

By John Davidson.

1

N vain the war-worn nations sought

A means of peace ;
and folk in vain

By vote and party tumult thought

To re-establish Saturn's rei^n.

Yet still the gracious stars above

Gave audience to ancient rhymes ;

For men and women fell m love

As deeply as in happier times.

" Sweet wife, this heavy-hearted age

Is nought to us; we two shall look

To Art, and fill a perfect page

In Life's ill written Doomsday Book."

He wrought in colour ; blood and brain

Gave fire and might ;
and beauty grew

And flowered with every magic stain

His passion on the canvas threw.

They shunned the world and worldly ways ;

He laboured with a constant will
;

But few would look, and none would praise,

Because of something lacking still.

After a time her days with sighs

And tears o'erflowed
;

for blighting need

Bedimmed the lustre of her eyes,

And there were little mouths to feed.

"
My bride shall ne'er be conimoa-place,"

He thought, and glanced ;
and glanced again

At length he looked her in the face
;

And loj a woman old and plain !



A BALLAD OF AN ARTIST'S WIFE

About this time tlie world's heart failed—
The lusty heart no fear could rend

;

In every land wild voices wailed,

And prophets prophesied the end.

"To-morrow or to-day," he thought,
"
May be Eternity ;

and I

Have neither felt nor fashioned aught

That makes me unconcerned to die.

" With care and counting of the cost

My life a sterile waste has grown,

W'herein my better dreams are lost

Like chaff in the Sahara sown.

"
I must escape this living tomb !

My life shall yet be rich and free,

And on the very stroke of Doom

My soul at last begin to be.

"
Wife, children, duty, household fires

For victims of the good and true !

For me my infinite desires,

Freedom and things untried and new !'&

"
I would encounter all the throng

Of thoughts and feelings life can show.

The sweet embrace, the stinging thong

Of every earthly joy and woe
;

" And from the world's impending wreck

And out of pain and pleasure weave

Beauty undreamt of, to bedeck

The festival of Doomsday Eve."

He fled, and joined a motley throng

That held carousal day and night ;

With love and wit, with dance and song.

They snatched a last intense delight.
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Passion to mould an age's art,

Enough to keep a century sweet,

Was in an liour consumed
;

each heart

Lavished a Hfe in every beat.

Amazing beauty filled the looks

Of sleepless women
;

music bore

New wonder on its wings ;
and books

Throbbed with a thought unknown before.s

The sun began to smoke and Riite

Like a spent lamp about to die
;

The dusky moon tarnished the air
;

The planets withered in the sky.

Earth reeled and lurched upon her road
;

Tigers were cowed, and wolves grew tame ;

.Seas shrank, and rivers backward flowed,

And mountain-ranges burst in flame.

The artist's wife, a soul devout,

To all these things gave little heed
;

For though the sun was going out.

There still were little mouths to feed.

And there were also shrouds to stitch.

And chares to do
;

with all her might,

To feed her babes, she served the rich,

And kept her usele:s tears till night.

But by-and-by her sight grew dim
;

Her strength gave way ;
in desperate mood

She laid her down to die. "Tell him,"

She sighed,
"

I fed them while I could."

The children met a wretched fate :

Self-love was all the vogue and vaunt,

And charity gone out of date
;

Wherefore they pined and died of want.
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Aghast he heard the story :

" Dead !

All dead in hunger and despair !

I courted misery," he said
;

" But here is more than I can bear."

Then, as he wrought, the stress of woe

Appeared in many a magic stain
;

And all adored his work, for lo.

Tears mingled now with blood and brain !

"
Jx)ok, look!" they cried; "this man can weave

Beauty from anguish that appals ;

'

And at the feast of Doomsday Eve

They hung his pictures in their halls,

And gazed ;
and came again between

The faltering dances eagerly ;

They said,
" The loveliest we have seen.

The last, of man's work, we shall see !

"

Then was there neither death nor birth ;

Time ceased
;

and through the ether fell

The smoky sun, the leprous earth—

A cinder and an icicle.

No wrathful vials were unsealed
;

Silent, the first things passed away:

No terror reigned ;
no trumpet pealed

The dawn of Everlasting Day.

The bitter draught of sorrow's cup

Passed with the seasons and the years ;

And Wisdom dried for ever up

The deep, old fountainhead of tears.

Out of the grave and ocean's bed

The artist saw the i)eople rise
;

i\nd all the living and the dead

Were borne aloft to Paradise.
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He came ^vhe^e on a silver throne

A spirit sat for ever young;
Uefore her Serai)hs worshipped prone,

And Cherubs silver censers su'ung.

He asked, "Who may this martyr he?

What votaress of saintly rule ?
"

A Cherub said,
" No martyr ;

she

Had one gift : she was beautiful."

Then came he to another bower

Where one sat on a golden seat,

Adored by many a heavenly Power

With golden censers smoking sweet.

" This was some gallant wench who led

Faint-hearted folk and set them free ?
"

" Oh no ! a simple maid," they said,

" Who spent her life in charity."

At last he reached a mansion blest,

Where on a diamond throne, endued

With nameless beauty, one possessed

Ineffable beatitude.

The praises of tliis matchless soul

The sons of God proclaimed aloud
;

From diamond censers odours stole ;

And Hierarchs before her bowed.

"Who was she?" Cod Himself replied:

"In misery her lot was cast;

She lived a woman's life, and died

Working My work until the last."

It was his wife. He said,
"

I pray

Thee, Lord, despatch me now to Hell."

But God said, "No; here shall you stay,

And in her peace for ever dwell."
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She: "A tenny for your thoughts."
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"THE LIGHT THAT NEVER WAS."

Lv VioLLT Hunt.

1AM
an interviewer. La belle nouvelle !

Every one, in these days of passionate

notoriety, is either interviewer or inter-

viewed, and sometimes both ! Mr. Andrew

Lang once described a community whose

members "eked out a precarious Hvehhood by

taking in each other's washing." There is

some analogy between tliis domestic difficulty

and the liiige sale of gossip, which the inter-

viewer does not permit to be washed at home.

I am the first to deplore the existence of this

social scourge ;
but the fact remains that a

living can be got out of it, and, accordingly, I

have made it my business to pursue inoffensive

men and women into the sacred recesses of the

Home and the Hearth (a mere figure of speech ;

we live on the House-tops now), and to gather

as much of the true inwardness of their lives as

will serve to make an appetising column in
" The

Light that Never Was,'' the enterprising journal

for which I cater.

"The Light that Never Was," like other "pots

in the swim,'" anxious to persevere there, is

always on the look-out for
" New Features."

New Features for Old is the birth cry, and

sometimes the death rattle, of every paper ;
and

in pursuance of this demand I have succeeded

in originating a method " as strange as it is

new," and one which gains me and my paper
immense credit.

As the great Flaubert has remarked, Personm

le coiinait pcrsoime. I will add, least of all does

he know himself. Why then subpcena hmi in

his own case at all ? Of what use to go to the

painter, the author, the playwright, for the best

information concerning himself? If even one

could take him unawares ! But no
;
the inter-

viewer makes an appointment, the subject is

conscious, primed, braced up, ready with a

series of cards he wishes to force on the public,

a collection of least characteristic facts which

he would like to have dragged into prominence.

It IS as if a man should go to the dentist with.

his mind made up as to the number of teeth

he shall have out : a decision which should

always rest with any dentist who respects him-

self.

No, my method, on which I pride myself, is

to seek out his nearest and dearest, those who

have the privilege
—or the annoyance

— of seeing

him at all hours, at all Reasons, at unawares.

If he is a painter, "tis the wife of his brush that

I would question ; if an author, the partner of

his pen ;
and it is from them I would elicit the

facts, damning or otherwise, which will put him

in his true light,
"
the light that never was

"

yet on genius or celebrity till I came forward

with my famous method.

The nearest and dearest ! You will say that

these two qualifications are not always vested

in one person ? No. People's nearest are not

always their dearest, and vice versa, and in some

cases a zealous search fails to unearth a repre-

sentative of either qualification ! In that case
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there is nothing for it but to seek out the valet

de chamh-e, to whom he is no hero, the house-

maid who empties the waste-paper basket, tlie

model who poses, or any other humble spectator.

The dog who lies on the rug, could he speak,

I would catechise. What flattering revelations

would not the hound Maida have made con-

cerning Sir Walter Scott?

The other day I was told off to interview

Ambrose Madder-Brown, the famous painter of

idyllic landscapes of so convincing a chiaroscuro

thai nothing but the frame keeps up the illusion,

and the country cousins are quite taken in, and

would walk straight out of the big room at the

Academy into the rustic annexe if it were not

for the monitory bars of gold.

I called at his house in St. John's Wood one

Monday morning early in April. A Sabbath

calm reigned there—very hard to acquire in

London. The very servants had a hushed look

as of acolytes in a temple. I was ushered into

the big, handsome drawing room, upholstered

all in one colour— it would be invidious to

specify it—and a little dumpy, palpitating

woman, whose sensitive lips seemed cast in a

mould of a perpetual
" Hush !

" came forward to

meet me.
" Mrs. Madder-Brown, I believe?" said L

She began hurriedly,
" Mr. Madder-Brown is

too busy to see anybody
—

anybody ! I daren't

even tell him you are here."

"On no account tell him, madam. You are

the person I wished to see."

" Me !

"
said she, with undisguised surprise.

I explained my position as an interviewer.

"
Ah, Mr. Madder-Brown sends them all

away," said she aggressively.
"

I am aware of that," said I. Indeed, I had

poured balm on the wounds of a prominent
member of our staff, who had come back a few

days ago smarting from an insulting message

delivered by Mr. Madder-Brown's very pretty

parlour-maid.
" But if you, madam, will be

kind enough to furnish me with some little

details as to your husband's career, his method

of work, and so forth, no harm will be done,

and I shall leave you a happy man. Any data

from you would be of immense value to me.

You are his constant companion, I presume?
"

"
I never leave him. I have never left him

for a day since I was married. He won't go

anywhere without me."
"
Quite so ! Quite so !

"

" You see, he doesn't care to travel alone. He
loses

"

"Himself? "

" And his things, often. He is of a very

nervous disposition."
"

It is easy to gather that, madam, from the

extreme delicacy of his work, which must cor.

respond with extreme mental sensitiveness."

"
Ah, yes," she murmured,

"
nobody under-

stands him but me. Other people only put

him out and irritate him. They can't under-

stand him, his moods, his silences
"

" He is very much absorbed, no doubt ?
"

"
Oh, yes, he very often does not say a word

for days."
" And what do you do ?

"

"
I get to know what he wants by the look of

his face. I know exactly what to do for him,

don't you know ?
"

"I do know. I am sure, madam, that you

are his right hand— both hands
"

"
Indeed, he won't allow any one but me to

touch his things," she said eagerly.
"

1 clean

his palette and his brushes for him
;
the sables

are very troublesome."
" You are an artist yourself ?

"
I asked her

suddenly.
"

I used to exhibit, before I was married,

but now I have not the time. My day is
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fully taken up. What with keeping the children

out of Mr, Madder-Brown's way, and seeing

that Mr. Madder-Brown isn't disturbed by noises,

and making his clothes——"

" His clothes ?
"

I interrupted, with a sudden

reminiscence of Carlyle's flannel boots.

" He can't bear bought shirts," said she

simply; ''and he always paints in green baize

coats that I make for him. His aesthetic sense

is so excessively developed, it is torture to him

to wear any but certain colours."

"
Green, the colour of the foliage he loves so

well. I suppose it is useless to ask you where

last summer's triumph was painted ?
"

Mrs. Madder-Brown looked very frightened

indeed. "Oh no, you mustn't ask; we won't

tell
;
Mr. Madder-Brown is so afraid of other

artists finding it out. If another artist came to

the place, he would leave it immediately. He
must have it all to himself. Don't ask,

please !

"

"
I refrain. But it must be a delightful

spot."
"
Beautiful, but there's nowhere to live."

" You seem to have managed it ?
"

" Oh yes, but I can live anywhere."
" But how about your husband ?

"

"
I try to spare him as much as possible

—we

always travel with an air bed."
" For you ?

"

"
I sleep on the floor. It doesn't matter

much, it's generally far too hot to sleep in Le

Puy—oh, good heavens !

"

"
I will make a point of forgetting it, madam,"

said I,
" But painful as the experience must

be, you have your reward in the enormous suc-

cess—the European reputation of your hus-

band. The papers are full of him."
"
Yes, I make a point of reading them."

" Doesn't he ?
"

"No, never; I never allow it. I burn the

unfavourable ones. They would upset him so—
he is so very sensitive." "What is it, Jane?"
to a servant who just then entered.

"Tlie master, mum," said Jane ;" he's just

cut his finger ! He's calling for you just

awful !

"

Mrs. Madder-Brown hardly said good-bye to

me ! She flew from the room, and I let myself

out into the street.

* * *

AH the staff of " The Light that Never Was "

scrambled for Miss " Excelsiora D.," author-

ess of "The Passionate Tomboy"— "such a

jolly girl, up to anything, to judge from her

books." She was but twenty, the daughter of

a clergyman in Yorkshire, so report ran, and

had made her mark in the first instance with

a small pamphlet entitled
" The School for

Parents." She lived alone, I was told, with

a mother-of-all-work. Her flat was very high

up, there was no lift !

" Excelsiora !

"
I mur-

mured as I toiled up the stairs.
"
Ecco," said

a fat Italian, standing in his shirt-sleeves at his

own front door, presumably one of " Excel-

siora's" wild Bohemian friends.

An old lady, with an ample front of black

satin and lots of watch chain, frisked past the

door as a very dirty "general" opened it.

" Excelsiora
" was out, irrevocably. Of course,

in pursuance of my plan, I had made sure of

that, I asked for Mrs. D -. The black satin

lady came forward twirling the yards of watch

chain nervously.

"My daughter is out," she murmured; "she

is never in unless she makes an appointment.

Her time is very much occupied. She cannot

possibly see all the people that come and ask to

see her."

"I am quite aware of that, madam," I re-

plied politely ;

"
I am told that humble suppli-

cants scramble on the stairs for an audience,
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and threaten to spend the night on the doorstep

if they are not heard."
" Not quite that," she smiled blandly ;

"but "

"The competition is very fierce, at any rate.

I quite expected to find an editor and a pub-

lisher or two cooling their heels on the doorstep
— I only wondered if the humble interviewer

might find a place there too."

" You are an interviewer ?
" Her face lit up.

" Dear Excelsiora will certainly see you. She

told me never to deny an interviewer. When
will you call again ?

"

"
I shall not be able to call again, I fear,

before our next issue. Perhaps you, madam,
will favour me with a few particulars concerning

your talented daughter's career."

"I shall be very glad," said the old lady in

her strong Yorkshire accent. "Sit down. \\\\o

should know her, if not her own mother? Will

you mind if I go on with a blouse I am finish-

ing for dear Excelsiora ? She is so particular.

I have unpicked it ten times. She is dirticult

to please."

"She has the soul of an artist. Is it true

that her first literary venture was put forth at

the age of sixteen ?
"

"
I don't know my daughter's age myself,"

replied the mother a trifle guardedly.
" Her first pamphlet created quite a furore."

"
It did, indeed. 'Fancy, mother, all Europe

standing on its hind legs about a little drawing-

room pamphlet I

'

the dear girl said at the time.

' Editors and publishers all running after poor

little me :

' "

"
Touching modesty ! Then Miss Excelsiora

blossomed early ?
"

" She used to write when she was quite a tiny

mite.
'

Mother, I must make my scratch upon
the world,' she used to say."

" And she has mad© it. There are some

passages in
' The Passionate Tomboy

'

that

have shaken Europe to its foundations."
"
Yes, I am told so. I have not myself read

my daughter's novel. She says it would only

unsettle me, that I am not likely to be able to

understand it. One requires a very strong
"

"
I agree with you. Miss Excelsiora is in the

very fore-front of advanced thought, and her

vi-ritings are strong meat for—mothers
"

"Indeed, sir, you are right. Her grandfather

and my family are most painfully behindhand.

They are quite unable to keep pace with modern

thought. It shocks them. We are exiles in

consequence—in the cause of art."

" Indeed !

"

"
My family would never speak to dear Excel-

siora after the publication of her first book. So

we came to live in town."

"And you, madam, regret the country exist-

ence?"

A spasm of regret crossed her wrinkled old

face.
"
Maybe I do, maybe I don't. But it is

all for the best. Excelsiora must live in town,

she must keep herself before the public, not

allow her name to drop
— she goes everywhere,

she has three clubs—she is hardly ever in in the

evening."
" You must be lonely ?

"

"
I can't say but I miss old friends a bit—and

my whist— I have no friends in London. It's

quite another sort of thing, you see, sir. We
see plenty of people here, but of course it's

different. We give parties
—

suppers of eight.

I may say I am a first-rate cook."

"I am sure of it, madam. I can see it by

your face."

" We ask my daughter's literary friends. And

they don't know the good things they're eating

are cooked by a silly old woman in the kitchen,

that's watching them through the chink of the

door."
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I looked an interrogation ?

"
Oh, I never sit down to table. I am far

too busy. Besides, I should only be in the way—a poor old country body like nie." She

giggled furtively.
"

I believe I am often taken

for my daughter's nurse. People think she's an

orphan. It's more picturesque. I don't mind.

I am not equal to her friends. I don't like

them. That's a secret. They are not like the

young men of my day. They say such dreadful

things
"

A brusque voice was heard in the hall.

' Mother ! . . . You tiresome old woman,

you've forgotten to
" The servant muttered

something. "Mr. here, you say, Jane ?
"

The great Excelsiora entered, full of apologies.

. . I never saw any one efface herself as

quickly as the mother of the literary lady.

Z., the distinguished historian, was rather a

difficult subject. There was a certain degree of

mystery about his habitat, where no one ever

ventured to call on him. A zealous search

failed to discover his nearest and dearest
;
he

had neither wife, children, nor relations, but ap-

peared to rely entirely on the ministrations of a

trusty housekeeper, as crusty as himself, and

who "did "
for him, as the phrase is. He was

well off] the royalties on his books brought him

in something enormous
;
his house, in which he

never entertained, was reported handsome, well-

furnished, and dusty. I made my way one

afternoon about dusk to Cavendish Square. I

rang the old-fashioned bell and waited. After

a long while I heard a fumbling with the lock

on the other side, and the door was slowly

opened by a very small child of about ten, with

pale yellow London-coloured hair and com-

plexion.
" Mother's busy," she said. "Got company.

She says will I do? I am able to give a

message.
" And who may you be, little woman ?

"

" Mother's the housekeeper. We live 'ere."

"
Only you two ?

"

"Mother and I and old Mr. Z. What might

you want, sir ? Mother told me to arst ?
"

" ni see your mother presently. You can

talk to me for the present," I said, entering the

hall with an air of authority. We interviewers

have to assert ourselves.
"

It's a gemman, mother !

" shouted the child

down the stairs.

A strident and highly unprepossessing voice

answered, "Take the gemman into Mr. Z.'s

study, Annie, and arst him to wait."

The child led the way into a very large, untidy

and dusty study.
" This is where the old man

works," said she, passing her dirty little hand

over the papers scattered about. " See the owl

on top of his pen ? He explained it all to me

once; but laws, I've forgotten. He's always

a-trying to teach me something."

She was a pretty child, but prematurely old.

"
Is he very kind to you ?

"
I asked.

"Yes," she said carelessly ;

" he calls me his

little 'Geria. I often sit 'long of him in the

evenings on his knee and let him play with my
'air. He likes his Ijeard stroked. He guv me
this locket, and a doll, and a gold watch-

mother's keeping that for me till I'm big
—but I

like his far better. I'm to have it when I'm

grown up and he's dead. I asked him to leave

it to me in his will."'

" And what did he say ?
"

" He said he would if I would promise not

to wish him dead for the sake of it, so I said

I wouldn't. I like him. I'm to have heaps of

thintfs when he's dead—so's mother."

An old lady with a gorgeous headgear en-

tered at this juncture.
"
Good-day, sir. Little
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Annie been talking to you ? Oh lor, she's a

sharp child, she is."

" Mr. Z. is out ?
"

" And if he weren't out, he wouldn't be in,

sir, excuse me. He never sees people. I give

messages. . . . Are you one of them they

call interviewers ?
"

I answered in the affirmative.

"
Oh, I've sent heaps of you away," she

remarked contemptuously.
" He never lets 'em

to him. He can't abide strangers. Nobody
ever comes 'ere."

" Not even his friends—his relations ?
"

" He ain't got none, sir. We're all he's got,

little Annie dnd me."

"Are you related to him ?
"

"I've done for him since I was a widdy, and

done 'im well, though I say it as shouldn't.

Relations ! we don't encourage relations, Annie

and I, snuffing round to see what they can get.

He's a real gentleman, is Mr. Z., and that

free with his money that anybody can get any-

tliing out of him. He needs looking after."

"And you do it," I said, rather bitterly.
"

I was never one to go back from responsi-

bility," she said com[)lacently ;
"and I like th«

place, when all's said and done, and 'ere I'll

stop until
" Her gesture was significant.

"
Is he very frail ?

"

" There ain't much life in 'im, sir, and he'll

go out like the waft of a candle one of these

fine days. . . . However, he don't give much
trouble

;
he don't care to eat anything but a

fried sole and a cut from our joint now and

then, and he goes to bed at ten. He likes to

have little Annie to sit 'long of him in the

evenings. If you want to know about him,

better arst little Annie there. I do believe he

loves that child better than any one else in tlie

whole world. It'll be a shame if he don't fc-

fiiei/il>er\\er. . . . Want his hautograph, sir?

I've got a heap of 'em here in this drawer. He
writes 'em out for little Annie. I charge a

shilling each for 'em, sir."

I paid my shilling, and carried off the long

slip of paper with the straggling, helpless signa-

ture of one of the greatest men of the century,

written at the bidding of a little lodging-house

minx. That was the saddest interview I ever

had.

r^'



I TIIAY, LET 'em ALONE, CAn't YER ?
"

Well, O'/tj started ox me eirst."

3;



"Won't yer r,E I^Irs. 'Oukixs, Liza?"
"Nay, 'Arry ; you're oxi.y a apology for a man."
"
Well, won't yer accett a iiapology ?

"
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GODS I HAVE KNOWN.
By Grant Allen.

THERE
was once a man, says a legend of

the Fifties, who enjo}cd a well-deserved

celebrity in this town of London as a

professional lady killer. (I need hardly say I

do not refer to Jack the Ripper.) Metaphori-

cally speaking, his chambers were adorned with

the scalps of his victims—more genially sym-
bolised to the outer eye by cabinet photographs.

His quiver was full of them. One day, however,

this Don Juan of his age announced in the

public press the forthcoming appearance of a

collection of reminiscences.
" Women I have

Loved" was its attractive title. Half feminine

Mayfair waited for its issue in trembling expec-

tation. A\'as he going to give names, or only
initials? At last, after long delays, the fatal

work came out. It was found to be divided

into six compartments :

"
L, My Mother; 11.,

My Aunt; HL, My Sister; IV., My Wife;

v., My Daughter ; VI.,
-" and here the

tension became positively painful. You turned

to the page containing this last terrible revela-

tion, and you read—"My Grandmother." All

London breathed again ;
but as a speculation

that book was a dead failure.

Now, reminiscence being the fashion, I too

im going to give some innocent reminiscences.

Unfortunately, however, I have nothing very

shocking to reminisce; the story of my sisters,

my cousins, and my aunts is a painfully respect-

able one. So I propose to discourse in this

place about "Gods I have Met," in much the

same spirit as the humble lady-killer's. I have

never been personally acquainted with Deity,

like Mr. ^^'ilham Watson, who sings,
"
AffablCj

aweless, smiling, I met God, delighted with His

work as when "twas new." But I can remem-

ber the rise and fall of several minor gods,

objects of a local or temporary cult
;
and of

these I would speak
—the Truly Great, whose

meteoric appearance upon the stage of life I

can now recall in several successive avatars.

The Truly Great, you know, we have always

with us. No sooner has one of its incarnations

disappeared than straightway another crops up
to replace it. It is Zf roi est mart ; vive k ?oi,

from generation to generation. And by the

Truly Great I mean those esoteric prophets of

a superior sect whose greatness the Common
Herd has not yet learned to recognise. If you
are a genuine worshipper of the Truly Great,

you always speak of society at large as
" the

Common Herd," and you seldom condescend

to reason with it or contradict it. On the con-

trary, you quote at it your one fragment of

Dante (at second-hand from Macaulay), and

remark in very choice Italian that you do not

discuss it, but look and pass on. The main

representative of the Truly Great at the present

moment is probably Ibsen. If you happen to

be acquainted with a rabid Ibsenite, you will

know what I mean. You will have been made

to feel your own infinitesimal smallness.

From this example you will readily guess that

the Truly Great are sometimes really so, and

sometimes otherwise. Ibsen is really a pro-

found thinker
;

he can even outlive the ab-

surdities of the Ibsenites. Indeed, just as

81
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Wilkes was "not a Wilkesite," I doubt if Ibsen

countenances Ibsenism. On the other hand,

the Truly Great is just as often as not an inflated

bubble. I can remember, for instance, when

Mr. Bailey of Festus occupied the post with

much distinction; it is filled for some people at

the present moment by an equally frank im-

postor, M. Maurice Maeterlinck. To say the

truth, the intellectual quality of the Truly Great

Man has little or nothing to do with his great-

ness
;

it is the fact that he is the peculiar

property of an exclusive clique, who run him

to show their own immense superiority. 'Hius

you may run Mr. Aubrey Beardsley or Mr.

Francis Thompson, exactly as you please ;
the

great point is that it '\sjou who are running him.

The first of the Truly Great whom I can

well remember was one of the False Gods

of esoteric cliquism
—the first Lord Lytton.

"
Bulwer," as we used to say in those days, was

believed by his following in the early Fifties

to be a much greater man than Dickens and

Thackeray. He discoursed, in capitals, about

the Good, the True, the Beautiful. "Mr.

Dickens," the Bulwer-worshipper used to say

in those days,
"

is incurably vulgar ;
he never

draws a gentleman. Mr. Thackeray
—

pooh,

Mr. Thackeray is very well for the clubs and

the superficialities; but for Soul, for Depth, for

Reality, for Beauty, give w^ Edward Bulwer."

We listened and were impressed. We shrank

into the recesses of our own critical littleness.

Shamefacedly to ourselves we admitted the

awful fact that we laughed over Dickens, we

smiled over Thackeray, but we fell asleep over

the True and the Beautiful. We knew this was

owing to our own inferiority, and we envied the

pure souls who could rise to their Bulwer.

In time, however, the sun rose high, and

melted the wax wings of that tinsel Icarus. He
fell plump, like Lucifer. About the dawn of

the Sixties, men began to discover that they

had mistaken pretentiousness for profundity of

thought, and confused bombast with sublimity

of diction. One whiff of commonsense, like

Bonaparte's whiff of grapeshot, and lo and

behold ! there was no more Bulwer. He be-

came just Lord Lytton, an eccentric old peer ;

and the clique that had worshipped him was

found out and discredited. You cannot base a

great permanent reputation on the judicious use

of capital letters : if you could, this article

might rank among the most Truly Great in

the language.

Then the Superior Souls who led the worla

began to look about for a fitting object of their

superior worship. Mr. Ruskin in those days

had been attracting attention by discovering

Italy, and especially Giotto. The Superior

Souls said, "Let us bow down to Ruskin!"

And they bowed down, grotesquely. They
wrote rapturously of Botticelli. To be sure,

the greater part of them had never been in

Florence
;
and when a man who has never been

in Florence writes or talks enthusiastically of

Botticelli, you may fairly suspect him of being

an affected prig. P'or the truth is, the few

Botticellis outside Florence are not good enough
to make any man go honestly wild about.

However, the name alone is worth all ihe

money ;

"
Botticelli," you know

;
so soft and

so musical ! So the admirers of the Truiy

Great fell down before their new god : they

said, "There is no painter but Botticelli, and

INIr. Ruskin is his prophet." They felt them-

selves so superior to the Common Herd, who

admired the Derby Day, or even to the Few

who were beginning to talk about Millais and

Holman Hunt and this young man Burne Jones,
" who is really too absurd, but still in his way

clever." For those were the days when people

regarded
"
Pre-Raphaelitism

"
as doubtfully
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sane, and thought the Scapegoat "such a singu-

lar picture !

"
If only they could have foreseen

the New English Art Club !

Ruskin-worship in the late Sixties rapidly rose

to the rank of an esoteric cult, almost as marked

as Theosophy and Blavatsky-worship in the

London of the moment. I was once a guest in

a certain Oxford college (not my own), where

Ruskin at the time was a member of common-

room. After dinner, one of the junior fellows,

with whom I was staying, ventured, in spite of

the Great Man's presence, to tell a curious

Western American story he had just been read-

ing
— it was called "The Luck of Roaring

Camp," and was really very interesting. The

author was said to be somebody of the name

of Harte, who had written some funny verses

about a cheating Chinaman. The common-

room listened to this ill-bred outburst with

marked coldness
;
and when the speaker arrived

at the climax,
" The little beggar gripped me,"

it was felt at once that Greatness must be pro-

tected from such gratuitous onslaughts of rank

vulgarity. The Great Man rose, and his sup-

porters followed him. Three of us were left in

possession of the table. The remainder pro-

ceeded to hold an Indignation Meeting in a

senior fellow's room against the man who had

been indecent enough to repeat an American

tale before Mr. Ruskin's face, and the two

accomplices who had so far forgotten themselves

as to listen to it with interest. For America

was taboo, and Mr. Ruskin had openly said in

print he could not visit a country which had no

castles.

One finds it hard to believe nowadays that

a story of Bret Harte's should have been con-

sidered only twenty-five years ago "quite too

dreadful for anything."

It was about the same time, if I recollect

aright, that I first began to come across the

earlier stages in the evolution of the ?esthete.

The way had already been made straight for

the coming Greek god by Rossetti and Morris.

Pater and Symonds were young dons in resi-

dence. Paganism was in the air
;
the cult of

the Hellenic, with which was incorporated the

cult of the nude, just trembled on the verge of

realization before us. It was bound to come
;

and one day we beheld it. I well recollect

the hist public appearance of the incarnated

ffisthete. 'Twas at the old Vie. at Oxford, when

the Shooting Stars (the University Amateur

Dramatic Club) were giving an entertainment.

The stalls used to dress; but we undergraduates,

in coarse, short pea-jackets, crowded the pit

and jammed the gallery. To be extravagantly

and obtrusively
"
manly

"
in your attire was then

the fashion. We prided ourselves on our

roughness, and I confess I think we did well

to cultivate it. Suddenly, to a world of under-

graduates so apparelled, enter unawares a pale

and handsome youth, clear-cut of feature,

smooth-shaven of face, long-haired like a poet,

bedight in evening dress of the most perfect

shape, and with an orchid in his button-hole.

One stud blazed glorious in his spotless shirt-

front, in place of the trinity which was then

habitual. His air was dainty, not to say

effeminate. Traces of powder were suspected

on his cheeks ;
his curls did not owe all their

curves to nature. The House rose and howled

at him
;
like one man it howled at him. But

the aesthete got the best of it. Like all pioneers,

he was the hardiest of his race, with a soul pre-

pared for instant martyrdom. He was ready to

suffer death in the cause of the chappies. He

looked round him and smiled. He beamed on

the pit and gallery, responsive. The House

howled again :

" Wash it off, sir !

" " Go home

and tub !

" " Comb your hair !

" "
Buy your-

self a coat like a man, sir, can't you?" But
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still the sesthete smiled. He gazed around him

well pleased. He raised to his brow one smooth

white hand, soft and rounded like a woman's.

A very large diamond sparkled bright from his

ring. He held his head on his hand, in a

picturesque attitude. Against its will, the raging

House was forced at last to admire his courage

and his coolness. It howled itself hoarse, but

still he stood his ground—or to be literally

accurate, sat his stall unabashed, till the end of

the performance. \Vho he was, I never heard
;

but Oxford woke that night to a consciousness

of the fact that a new type of man had arisen

among us.

After that, jestheticism rose and prospered

marvellously. All you had to do was to paper

your rooms from V\'illiam Morris's, to buy a

Baudelaire (it was Baudelaire then), and to wear

an obtrusive white lily in your buttonhole.

Shortly after, I was taken to see the rooms of a

member of the new sect at Magdalen. They
were certainly pretty. Indeed, in spite of the

reokless fun which Mr. Du Maurier made a little

later in Punch of Maudle and Postlethwaite, be

it borne in mind that it was to this niuch-

laughed-at band of long-haired young men that

we owe to-day the comparative harmlessness of

the average English drawing-room. I remember

the time when a drawing-room was an exhibi-

tion of the Competitively Hideous
;

let us never

forset that 'twas the ridiculed esthetes who

turned it into a home of the Unobtrusively

Harmless.

There are now even a few drawing-rooms

which it would not be extravagant praise to

describe as pretty.

Browning, I think, was in the next degree.

While the devotees of art, valuing the giddy

pleasure of the eyes, were going off on Rossetti,

INIorris, and Burne Jones, the devotees of intel-

lect, conscious of something higher and better

within them, were battening their souls on

Sordello and Caliban upon Setebos. Not, of

course, that Browning was then any intellectual!

novelty; he had been "discovered"' long before

by true critics and thinkers. But he was be-

ginning to become fashionable with the middle

of the Seventies. And, indeed, you may gene-

rally observe this measured declension in the

history of the Truly Great : they begin by being

unobtrusively appreciated at the hands of a quiet

few; then they become the object of a cult for a

self-conscious sect
; finally, they are recognised

by the general public, and since there is then

no longer any merit in admiring them, they are

quickly deserted by the genuine devotees of the

Truly Great, who instantly hunt up some new

shrine to worship at. Thus, during the age
when a few of us were preaching Meredith in

vain to a stiff-necked generation, the intellectual

youths and the earnest maidens—the men who

wore their hair long and the women who cut it

short—were taking parts together in A SoiiPs

Tragedy and reading papers before Browning
Societies on Rabbi Ben Ezra. But by the time

all the world had woke up to the fact that

A Grammarian's Funeral and Afy Last DucJiess

were poems of the first rank, the intellectual

youths and the earnest maidens had "got be-

yond Browning," and, having taken their cue

from the little band of critics, were proclaiming
aloud their faith in The Ordeal of Richard

FiVcrel. Since Lord Ormont appeared in an

illustrated magazine, however, a revulsion has

set in : there is a feeling that Meredith as the

Truly Great has become hopelessly vulgarised.

I understand that long-haired men and short-

haired women are now considering the rival

claims of Echegaray and a young Italian poet

to the vacant throne of True Greatness. For

of late, you must have observed, True Great-

ness is seldom of British birth
;

it gives one so
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much a better chance of maintainina: one's

superiority if one admires an untranslated Scan-

dinavian dramatist or a IJohemian bard wlio

can only be read with advantage in the Czech

Janc^uacre.

in fresh or unexpected directions rouses it to

a white heat of speechless and foaming wrath.

(Not for worlds will I erase one word of that

excellent mixed metaphor. Mixed metaphor is

language, and the objection to it arises from

For this purpose out-of-the-way tongues are ignorant writers, insufficiently acquainted with

clearly the best. Much could be done at first the meanings of words.) You never heard

with Ibsen and Bjornson by the lucky few who anybody get angry with Poet Close or with poor
could read Norwegian. Now they are trans- old Tupper ;

one smiled at them compassion-

lated, and are useless for any purpose save ately. But I can remember when the name

general culture. Why, even the sort of people of Browning disturbed the peace of families
;

who only go to theatres can admire Hedda and later when to say you admired Meredith

Galiler ! Provencal was safe for a time, and was the signal for an outburst of unmeaning
almost gave rise to a developed Mistral-cult,

till young ladies who knew no foreign language
but French discovered that a little work with

a Provencal grammar put them at once in a

position to read Mircio. Then Provencal was

doomed, and Welsh or Irish had a chance for

Greatness. I fancy I also detect a fall in Rus-

sians. But Roumanian is still extremely good

vituperation. So, too, I am even old enough
to recollect the day when people declared

spitefully that Tennyson was nothing but a

plagiarist and parodist of Keats and Shelley,

just as they tell me now that William Watson

"finds and not fashions his numbers" by the

simple process of taking them ready-made from

Tennyson and Wordsworth, or even (God save

business, and there are very fine pickings in the mark
!)
from his own lesser contemporaries.

Finnish and Hungarian ;
while the man who

discovers the literature of Sind, I have not a

doulit, will make himself famous.

On the other hand, though most really great

work (as opposed to what is only just Truly

The way the dramatic critics at first fell foul of

Ibsen was enough in itself to show any rational

animal that a great dramatic writer had been

born full-fledged into our modern Europe; while

the frenzy with which the old-fashioned art-critic

Great) gets itself noticed sooner or later by a flings himself now on the prostrate forms of

few appreciative critics, it is curious to observe some promising artists is indication enough of

what storms of indignation it always seems to how the wind will blow to the discerning ob-

rouse in the breast of the Stereotyped Reviewer. server of rising talent. He that hath ears to

A certain tone of bitter wrath directed against hear, let him hear. There are critics, indeed, to

new work is to me almost invariably a sign of whom I attach unique importance in this way,

real merit and promise in the object that arouses as reversed finger-posts. You should listen re-

it. I am not musical
;
but I remember years

ago, when the voice of the Wagnerite was first

heard in the land, I used to say frequently,
" I'm sure this man Wagner writes something
new and something great in music

;
because—

people hate him so." Mere mediocrity and

Dositivc incapacity never rouse anger; genius

spectfully to all they say, and where they curse

loudest, expect a blessing.

The worshippers of the Truly Great have

oftenest for the object of their cult Rising

Greatness. The Risen Great, whom everybody
can admire, they disdain as unworthy their

exalted consideration. But sometimes they go
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at the worst, they are n

^^^ eriti-

'"

New Note in art or literature.

, . o^ Vintp more than all else

AW all ^vhat

-^^^^^^^^^^
''

"^V V\^^ For that offence they

a fresh moial ksson
^.^ ^^

know hut one penalty
• they

Calvary.

FIDO.

PlNCll I5*'j
^^^

" I DUNNO- rlXi-" J



'"OO WAS THE COVE YOU WAS TALKING TO LAST SUNDAY MOPsNING AT THE TOX AND GrAFES?
"I DUNNO

; WHAT WAS HE LIKE?"
'*'E 'aD A COLLAR ON."
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Old Gciil : "Do YOU Kxow, uov, that is a vkry i;ad iiaiut?"

Twelve -year- phi: "Yes, I know it; I'\t; tuii.u ior years to eueak myself of it, eut it's no use.
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"Was there a doctor wriii voi;r father when he died?''

"Nay, he jusr died his seli'.''
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BERTRAM.
By Richard Prvce,

THE
rector turned upon his other side and

closed his eyes. The night was oppres-

sive, but he was unaccustomed to Lon-

don, and perhaps after aU it was that. At home
he fell asleep as soon almost as his head

touched the pillow. This pillow was very hard.

He had shaken it up more than once.

Cabs rattled by in the street below. There

were other noises too. Would the night of rest

and sleep never begin ? A woman was scream-

ing drunken snatches of a song ;
costermon-

gers were shouting their wares. It was the

flaring lights of their barrows that flickered

round the edges of the badly fitting blind, and

played in one spot on the ceiling.

Down at home the peace of inaction had long
since fallen upon the valley. The line of the

Welsh hills was clear perhaps against the sky
where the stars glowed like precious stones, each

with a heart of flame. There would be breezes

stirring in the trees round the Rectory. An
owl would hoot, perhaps, or a cow low in the

distance, or a sheepbell tinkle in the meadow
below the church. The house itself would be

very still. In the nursery the breathing of the

sleeping boys was marking time gently as he

had so often heard it when, with shaded candle,

he crept in on tiptoe to look at them the last

thing at night. How well he knew the sound,
the even beat of their healthy breathing, in-

audible almost at first, but to be heard plainly

if you stood still and listened. If you waited

a few moments, one or other boy would stir

languidly in his sleep, with a deep-drawn sigh

that was yet full of contentment, and a strong

little arm would be thrust out above the coun-

terpane. Then (if you were the boy's father and

if the night was cold) you would tenderly draw

the bedclothes up once more about the sturdy

little sleeper, and perhaps you would kiss the

little freckled hand first. And certainly if the

movement was accompanied by a grinding of

the little teeth (that were so white and even

when you saw them) you would whisper,
" Don't

grind your teeth, my darling." Sometimes you

caught a few muttered words. It was Bertram,

the little
" dark horse

"
(whom in your heart of

hearts you loved the best for something about

him which you could only describe as the mystery

of him), talking in his sleep. Perhaps you tried

to hear what he said, but you never found (as

you knew you would have found had it ever

been Hugh who dreamed aloud) that he was en-

gaged in re-enacting merely the things of the

day, the game of cricket or the hunting in the

woods for the thousand treasures for which you

hunted in the woods yourself when you too were

six years old, or what prank might be
;

for

Bertram always did the unexpected, and in his

sleep he wandered in strange places. Or there

was a start and a cry and a sitting up with open

eyes, that stared in terror at your shaded light.

Then, putting it down, you ran to the bed and

clasped your little frightened son to your heart,

and soothed and pacified him, and felt, with your

arms about him, that your heart itself must burst

S3
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for the very love you bore him—the love you
bore them both. For you never admitted you
loved Bertram best.

There was a niglit the rector could remember

when, having calmed Bertram of the fears with

which a childish nightmare had besieged him,

he sat with his son in his arms watching the

laughter bubble up through the tears that hung
on the long lashes as he distracted the boy's

thoughts from the fancies that had troubled

them. The rector talked of the picnic Bertram

was to have on his birthday. He would take

him and Hugh for a day on Red Mountain (the

hill }'ou could see from the Rectory windows).

Bertram's face grew grave again.
" Vere were mountains in it."

(All his tli% were z^'s or/'s.)
" In what, dear ?

"

" In my dream. I fought I was a 'normous

long way off, and . . . and everyfing was

so big."
" Even my little son."

"No, but I'd got to hold everyfing."
" What do you mean ?

"

Bertram shook his round head. He could

not explain. Besides, he wanted to forget.

Panic lay in the thing he could not express.

"Does God send dreams, Either?"

"God orders all things, my boy."

'But bad dreams?"

The rector smiled to himself.
" Your little feet are cold," he said, and took

them into his hand.

Bertram was not satisfied.

"
But," he began . . .

"In old times," said the rector somewhat

hurriedly, "dreams were to be interpreted.

You remember about Joseph and Pharaoh's

dream, and Daniel and the dream of Nebu-

chadnezzar."

Bertram remembered quite well.

" Dreams don't come true now, do vey?"
"
No, my boy."

"
Why don't vey ?

"

" God speaks to us in other ways."
" He could make dreams come true. I

dreamt "

"What?"
But Bertram was a gentleman, and hesitated.

" TfU me."
"

I dreamt you gave me sixpence last night."

The rector broke into a happy laugh.
" A dream," he said,

"
that shall come true

to-morrow morning."

"Venyou can make dreams come true," said

Bertram gravely. "You can help God, can't

you ?
"

"You funny, funny litde boy!" said the

rector, and then the misgiving seizing him that

Bertram was his best beloved, he woke Hugh
too to take him on his other knee, that his love

might go out to them equally.

His beautiful boys ! How had he brought

himself to leave them and his quiet Welsh home

to come up to the turmoil and racket of this

London, that would not give him sleep ? The

dingy room in which he was lying overlooked

the noisy thoroughfare. He had come to this

liotcl in Covcnt Garden because it was cheap,

and because he had once stayed here as a

youth. He did not remember to have found it

so dingy, so noisy, or so depressing then. He

was himself out of sorts, perhaps. . . .

He turned on to his back. The first day of

his holiday did not augur well. He had not set

foot in the capital for twenty years. He had

come up now to shake off some of the cobwebs

of the country. He had vegetated too long.

He meant to see and to do a great deal. To-

morrow there would be St. Paul's and the

Abbey. He thought of a boyish visit to the

Cathedral with his own father, and of the won-
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der of the dome, and his awe before the statue

of Dr. Johnson. He remembered the old Dean's

chuckle when his son asked ingenuously whether

Dr. Johnson always dressed like that. Why
had he not brought his own two sons ? How
much there would have been to show them :

Madame Tussaud's, the Zoological Gardens, the

Crystal Palace, the Polytechnic
—

no, that, he

believed, was closed. But the stuffy hotel and

this unsavoury part ! He was glad to think

they were safely sleeping at home in the nursery.

The room was very hot. The rector rose and

threw up his window. Then he stood at it for

some minutes, looking down into the street be-

low. It was twelve o'clock
;
the hour boomed

out from Big Ben as he stood there, and was

repeated in various tones from many towers

and steeples. The noise was subsiding. The

theatres had emptied half an hour since, and

the crowds were dispersing. The costermongers

began to extinguish their hanging lamps. Some

young men came arm in arm down the street,

jostling the passers-by. Their loud laughter

jarred upon the rector's nerves.

He thought again of the peaceful valley and

the sleeping Rectory. An organ playing before

a public-house stopped abruptly in its tune.

The sudden ceasing of a sound which had been

insistent arrested his attention. It made him

think of a life cut short, of a living thing struck

down. He shivered unaccountably, and went

back to bed. By one o'clock there was some

semblance of quiet in the street. The people

had cleared off, and those who had indulged in

their usual Saturday night excess were making
horrible their homes. At two o'clock the rector

was still waking ;
at three he slept.

At four he woke with a cry on his lips. He
sat up and rubbed his eyes. They were wet,

and he was shaking. He had seen the body of

one of his sons being borne up the Rectory

garden. A trail of glistening drops marked its

course along the gravel path. (A river ran

through the paddock belo.w the copse.) Ber-

tram or Hugh was drowned. The rector's hand

went to his mouth convulsively. Bertram or

Hugh, he knew not which, but one or other was

dead. Then he knew that he had been dream-

ing, and he broke into sobs. A dream only,

praise God for that ! But what a terrible dream !

It had been so real. He had seen one of the

little hands hanging down, and he had seen the

water shine as it caught the light in dripping

from the fingers. A horrible fear seized him
;

in a moment it had a grip of him. " My God,

my God !

" he said, and sprang from his bed.

He looked at his watch. It was three

minutes past four. He would learn that at

four o'clock on that Sunday morning Bertram

or Hugh . . . He fell on his knees and

prayed. The thing must not be. Through
his prayer there forced itself a recollection

of stories he had heard. . . . Presently he

grew calmer
;
tried to laugh at his fears

; laughed
at them

;
called them the voice of indigestion.

Nevertheless he was shaken as one who has

sustained a shock, and it was long before he fell

asleep once more.

He woke with a heart of lead. He had

dreamt the hideous dream again. He knew

then that the thing was true
;

he felt it through

and through : Bertram or Hugh was dead.

He lay for a time paralysed under the weight

of the conviction that overmastered him. He
seemed robbed of the power of coherent or

consecutive thought. His limbs felt so heavy

that, without being conscious of thinking of

them, he wondered that the frail bedstead sup-

ported them without creaking. The sheet and

counterpane
— he had removed the blankets-

long since in the sultriness of the summer night—were like a sheet and a counterpane of metal.
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It was broad daylight now outside the shabby
blind. The rector's eyes wandered about the

room. He saw his clothes neatly folded on the

chair where he had put them
;
his Bible on the

painted chest of drawers, the two horrid vases

on the mantelpiece. Awful little room ! The

dingy spirits of all the nameless birds of passage

who had paused here in their course seemed to

haunt it. Sin was in it, and disease. A thousand

had slept before him in this bed. Horrible

bed ! Oh, ten times terrible room ! Bertram

was dead, or Hugh, and then . . . what

matter, since all must die ?

His watch out of a deathly silence that had

fallen ticked with thunderous ticking. He
looked over at its big gold disc, where it stood

on the dressing-table. Had some shaking of

the house set it going, or could it be that it had

ticked all night ? Impossible, for then he could

not have slept ;
and he had slept, or he could

not have dreamed. The noise seemed cumula-

tive to a point, when of a sudden—so it seemed

to the rector— it fell to its normal proportions.

Then th.e numbness left him. He rose and

slid into his dressing-gown and slippers, and

made his way along the silent passage, with the

many doors, and down the stairs to the coffee-

room. He went to one of the windows and

pulled up the blind. The light showed the

deserted room in all its bareness. The cloth on

more than one table was stained with tea or

wine. The cruet-stands, with their dull bottles,

each soiled at the mouth with its own contents,

were as symbols of the life that was led around

them. Some empty soda-water bottles lay on

the sideboard. The rector's foot knocked

against a cork upon the floor. There was a smell

of smoke. It hung oppressively round the

faded curtains. On the mantelpiece, and re-

flected in the great looking-glass that was spotted

and pit-marked as one whose face bears the

ravages of disease, lay a row of railway time-

tables. Thither the rector went. He chose

out the book he needed and walked with it to

the window. A policeman stood still as death

in a doorway opposite ;
a cat was lying out in

the middle of the road. He wondered whether

both were sleeping. Was it yesterday that he had

arrived in London? It seemed like ten years

since the cab put him down at the entrance to

the hotel, or ten thousand years, or ten minutes.

His fingers trembled as he sought out the page,

and when he had found it the letters and figures

danced before his eyes. It was several seconds

before they settled themselves into their places

and he could gain the information he had come

to seek.

He went back to his room; and though he

had some hours to wait, he began to pack his

portmanteau hurriedly. He had taken every-

thing out of it the night before, and his clothes

lay in the chest of drawers arranged with the

methodical precision that characterised all that

he did. His holiday was to have lasted a fort-

night. When he had finished his packing he

went to the bath-room, the whereabouts of which

he had been at some pains to learn from the

chambermaid on his arrival. He returned re-

freshed, but still without a gleam of hope. The

hand of God was upon him. He bowed his

head.

He looked shrunken and aged when he had

finished his toilet. He had shaved himself with

a care as scrupulous as if the reading-desk and

the pulpit Avere to be his lot instead of the dusty

train. He could not remember to have travelled

on Sunday for many an orderly year, but he had

not any misgivings on the score of the Sabbath-

breaking that he contemplated that day.

The waiter looked at him with some surprise

when he asked for his bill. He trusted the

room had been comfortable.
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"Quite comfortable."

The chambermaid commented upon his

stricken appearance. He put her in mind, she

said to tlie
"
boots," of the man who shot liim-

self in No. 1 1 the year before last.

The rector, it chanced, had slept in No. ii.

The chambermaid never could abear that room.

It always gave her the creeps, and she wouldn't

care to sleep in it—not herself, she wouldn't.

Why, it hadn't even been repapered, and there

was a mark on the wall where the bullet struck

after passing through the "deceased's" head.

The "boots" was new to the hotel, and the

chambermaid enlarged upon the inquest and

the part she had played in it.

The rector reached Paddiiigton an hour too

soon. He telegraphed to his housekeeper for

news, directing that her answer should await him

at Shrewsbury, but he had little expectation of

finding it there. It was Sunday, and the Rectory
was some miles from a telegraph office. He
paced the platform. The time wore itself out

like a pain. , . . Then came the intermin-

able journey. He sat in the empty carriage and

looked out of the window with eyes that saw

nothing. His thoughts just then were for the

most part of his boys' dead mother. Perhaps—
who knew ?—his own unspeakable loss was her

gain. There were degrees of happiness, it

might be, even in paradise.

Church bells sounded as the train sped past a

village. They were in the same key as the peal

at home. They rang out on the sunny after-

noon. The day was bright with colour.

Suspense alternated with a dead weight of

despair. As he neared Shrewsbury he felt faint

and sick, and he buried his face in his hands.

But there was nothing for him. They were

certain? Quite certain.

He knew not whether he was disappointed or

relieved. Afterwards he could have given little

account of the three hours that passed before he

reached his destination. He was leaning out of

the window scanning the platform before the

train stopped. A porter recognised him and

ran to open the door.
"
What, you, sir ?

"

"
Tell me," said the rector, "tell me."

'J'he man looked at him in question.
"

AN'hat has happened at the Rectory ?
"

" The Rectory ? I don't know, indeed."
" Has there been no accident ?

"

" Accident ?
"

The rector was trembling now from head to

foot.

" Not as I know, anyhow. You're bad, sir,

aren't you? Lean on my arm."

"I . . . don't know what's the matter

with me," said the rector. He seemed stupefied.
" You'd better come into Mr. Morris's an' sit

down, sir."

"
I must get home. Can I have Morris's

cart ?
"

Tom Morris, who drove the rector home, said

that he never saw parson so strange before. He
had something to tell, too, of the rector's meet-

ing with his two little boys. . . . "O—oh !

"

he said, and "Yes, indeed !

" which exclamations

he repeated many times that evening in the

village. The rector had laughed and cried like

a girl.

But it was Bertram who behaved strangely in

the next few days. He was nervous and furtive.

The servants talked before him, and he had

always been an odd little boy. It is supposed
that what he heard preyed upon his mind. He
looked queerly at Master Hugh, the housekeeper

said.

The little boys were playing in the garden as

on that Sunday evening when the rector laughed
and wept over them. He was in his study

reading. Nine days had passed, and he was
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recoverina; from the shock of his unaccountable

panic. He looked up from his book. The

boys were in the swing under the oak. The

sound of their voices filled him with content-

ment. Presently he became conscious that the

sound had ceased. He read on. The empty

swing when he looked over at it was slowly

moving backwards and forwards. The evening

was very peaceful. The rector felt drowsy.

Out of the silence came the cries.

" Father : father I

"'

The rector started to his feet. Bertram was

tugging at his arm. Something had happened.

"Hugh!"' cried the little boy, clapping his

hands in frenzy. "Hugh ! I've pushed him in.

I don"t know why I did it."

They carried the little form up the gravel

jiaUi. The sun was setting. Shapes

were very definite. Swallows were

circhng high up in the blue. One

of the little arms slipped and

hung down, and the drops

falling from the swaying

hand caught the light and

sparkled.

Toii-e from above: "whist, mick, .\re vez faai.k.x

DOWN SUTAU^S ?"

Miik : "UTS ARL KOICIIT, 01 WAS COMIN' DOWNj
ANYHOW.''
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"Vat 'as i;een ve mattake? /,ey tell me you 'af not 'ad ye goot 'ealtu?"

"i dunxo, lut i tillnk ii must have been brain fever."
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Jones: "Fine fellow that Drown, lsn't he?"
Little Snoohs :

"
Yes, but it's brains that tell."

iX



S/ic-: "What lovely turquoises those were you sent me! But are they not emblems oe

IM'Ari'HFULNESS, DARMNC;?"
//;.• "Oh, no, ihey'ile all right; they're not real."

i2
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.

/^t
Ma-:

Old Gent :
"
Sav, ii.-iv, rio vou kxow what snow is?"

Boy [shiveri
11^) :

'

Vi, -ve-ves, n'i co—oo-oo -LD.''
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THE ARGONAUTS OF THE AIR.

By H. G. AVki.ls.

ONE
saw Monson's Flying Machine from

the windows of the trains passing either

along the South Western main line or

along the line between Wimbledon and Wor-

cester Park;—to be more exact, one saw the

huge scaffoldings which limited the flight of

the apparatus. They rose over the tree-tops, a

massive alley of interlacing iron and timber, and

an enormous web of ropes and tackle, extending
the best part of two miles. From the Leatherhead

branch this alley was foreshortened and in part

hidden by a hill with villas; but from the main

line one had it in profile, a complex tangle of

girders and curving bars, very impressive to the

excursionists from Portsmouth and Southampton
and the ^\'est. Monson had taken up the work

where Maxim had left it, had gone on at first

with an utter contempt for the journalistic wit

and ignorance that had irritated and hampered
his predecessor, and had spent (it was said)

rather more than half his immense fortune upon
his experiinents. The results, to an impatient

genera! ion, seemed inconsiderable. "When some

five years had passed after the growth of the

colossal iron groves at Worcester Park, and

Monson still failed to put in a fluttering appear-

ance over Trafalgar Square, even the Isle of

Wight trippers felt their liberty to smile. And
such intelligent people as did not consider

Monson a fool stricken with the mania for

invention, denounced him as being (for no

particular reason) a self-advertising quack.

Yet now and again a morning trainload of

season-ticket holders would see a white monster

rush headlong through the airy tracery of guides

and bars, and hear the further stays, nettings,

and buffers snap, creak and groan with the

impact of the blo.v. Then there would be an

efflorescence of black-set, white-rimmed faces

along the sides of the train, and the morning

papers would be neglected for a vigorous dis-

cussion of the possibility of flying (in which

nothing new was ever said by any chance), until

the train reached Waterloo, and its cargo of

season-ticket holders dispersed themselves over

London. Or the fathers and mothers in some

multitudinous train of weary excursionists return-

ing exhausted from a day of rest by the sea,

would find the dark fabric, standing out against

the evening sky, useful in diverting some bilious

child from its introspection, and be suddenly

startled by the swift transit of a huge black

flapping shape that strained upward against the

guides. It was a great and forcible thing be-

yond dispute, and excellent for conversation;

yet, all the same, it was but flying in leading

strings, and most of those who witnessed it

scarcely counted its flight as flying. More ol

a switchback it seemed to the run of the

folk.

]\Ionson, I say, did not trouble himself very

keenly about the opinions of the press at first.

But possibly he, even, had formed but a poor
idea of the time it would take before the tactics

45
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of flying were mastered, the swift assured adjust-

ment of the big soasing shape to every gust and

chance movement of the air; nor had he clearly

reckoned the money this prolonged struggle

against gravitation would cost him. And he was

not so pachydermatous as he seemed. Secretly

he had his periodical bundles of cuttings sent

him by Romeike, he had his periodical reminders

from his banker; and if he did not mind the

initial ridicule and scepticism, he felt the

growing neglect as the months went by and the

money dribbled away. Time was when Monson

had sent the enterprising journalist, keen after

readable matter, empty from his gates. But

when the enterprising journalist ceased from

troubling, Monson was anything but satisfied in

his heart of hearts. Still day by day the work

went on, and the multitudinous subtle difficulties

of the steering diminished in number. Day

by day, too, the money trickled away, until his

balance was no longer a matter of hundreds of

thousands, but of tens. And at last came an

anniversary.

Monson, sitting in the little drawing shed,

suddenly noticed the date on Woodhouse's

calendar.
"

It was five years ago to day that we began,"

he said to Woodhouse suddenly.
"
Is it ?

"
said Woodhouse.

"
It's the alterations play the devil with us,"

said Monson, biting a paper-fastener.

The drawings for the new vans to the hinder

screw lay on the table before him as he spoke.

He pitched the mutilated brass paper-fastener

into the waste-papei- basket and drummed with

his finders.
" These alterations ! Will the

mathematicians ever be clever enough to save

us all this patching and experimenting. Five

years
—

learning by rule of thumb, when one

might think that it was possible to calculate the

whole thing out beforehand. The cost of it !

I might have hired three senior wranglers for

life. But they'd only have developed some

beautifully useless theorems in pneumatics.

^\'hat a time it has been, Woodhouse !"

"
Tliese mouldings will take three v>'eeks," said

^Voodhouse. " At special prices."
" Three weeks !

"
said Monson, and sat

drumminiT.

"Three weeks certain," said Woodhouse, an

excellent engineer, but no good as a comforter.

He drew the sheets towards him and began

shading a bar.

Monson stopped drumming, and began to bite

his finger nails, staring the while at Woodhouse's

head.

"How long have they been calling this

Monson's Folly ?
" he said suddenly.

" Oh .' Year or so," said Woodhouse, care-

lessly, without looking up.

Monson sucked the air in between his teeth,

and went to the window. The stout iron

columns carrying the elevated rails upon which

the start of the machine v/as made rose up close

by, and the machine was hidden by the upper

edge of the window. Through the grove of iron

pillars, red painted and ornate with rows of bolts,

one had a glimpse of the pretty scenery towards

Esher. A train went gliding noiselessly across

the middle distance, its rattle drowned by the

hammerincr of the workmen overhead. Monson

could imagine the grinning faces at the windows

of the carriages. He swore savagely under his

breath, and dabbed viciously at a blowfly that

suddenly became noisy on the window pane.

"What's up?" said Woodhouse, staring in

surprise at his employer.
" I'm about sick of this."

Woodhouse scratched his cheek. "Oh !" he

said, after an assimilating pause. He pushed

the drawing away from him.

" Here these fools . . . I'm trying to conquer
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a new element—trying to do a thing that will

revolutionize life. And instead of taking an in-

telligent interest, they grin and make their stupid

jokes, and call me and my appliances names."
"
Asses," said Woodhouse, letting his eye fall

again on the drawing.

The epithet, curiously enough, made INTonson

wince.
" I'm about sick of it, Woodhouse,

anyhow," he said, after a pause.

Woodhouse shrugged his shoulders.
" There's nothing for it but patience, I

suppose," said INIonson, sticking his hands in

his pockets. "I've started. I've' made my bed,

and I've got to Ik on it. I can't go back. I'll

see it through, and spend every penny I have

and every penny I can borrow. But I tell you,

Woodhouse, I'm infernally sick of it, all the

same. If I'd paid a tenth part of the money
towards some political greaser's expenses

—I'd

have been a baronet before this."

Monson paused. Woodhouse stared in front

of him with a blank expression he always em-

ployed to indicate sympathy
—and tapped his

pencil-case on the table. Monson stared at him

for a minute.
"
Oh, damn !

"
said Monson suddenly, and

abruptly rushed out of the room.

AVoodhouse continued his sympathetic vigour

for perhaps half a minute. Then he sighed and

resumed the shading of the drawings. Some-

thing had evidently upset Monson. Nice chap,

and generous, but diflicult to get on with. It

was the way with every amateur who had any-

thing to do with engineering
—wanted every-

thing finished at once. But Monson had

usually the patience of the expert. Odd he was

so irritable. Nice and round that aluminium rod

did look now 1 Woodhouse threw back his

head, and put it, first this side and then that, to

appreciate his bit of shading better.

" Mr. Woodhouse," said Hooper, the foreman

of the labourers, putting his head in at the

door.
" Hullo !

"
said Woodhouse, without turning

round.

"Nothing happened, sir?
"
said Hooper.

'

Ha])pened?
'

said ^Voodhouse.
" The governor just been up the rails

swearing like a tornader."
" Oh !

"
said Woodhouse.

"
It ain't like him, sir."

" No ?
"

" And I was thinking perhaps——
"

" Don't think," said Woodhouse, still admiring

the drawings.

Hooper knew Woodhouse, and he shut the

door suddenly with a vicious slam. Woodhouse

stared stonily before him for some further

minutes, and then made an ineffectual effort to

pick his teeth with his pencil. Abruptly he

desisted, pitched that old, tried, and stumpy

servitor across the room, got up, stretched him-

self, and followed Hooper.
He looked ruffled—it was visible to every

workman he met. When a millionaire who has

been spending thousands on experiments that

employ quite a little army of people suddenly

indicates that he is sick of the undertaking,

there is almost invariably a certain amount of

mental friction in the ranks of the little army he

employs. And even before he indicates his

intentions there are speculations and murmurs,

a watching of faces and a study of straws.

Hundreds of people knew before the day was

out that Monson was ruffled, Woodhouse ruffled.

Hooper ruffled. A workman's wife, for instance

(whom Monson had never seen\ decided to

keep her money in the savings bank instead of

buying a velveteen dress. So far-reaching are

even the casual curses of a millionaire.

Monson found a certain satisfaction in going

on the works and behaving disagreeably to as
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many people as possible. After a time even

that palled upon him, and he rode off the

grounds to every one's relief there, and through

the lanes south eastward, to the infinite tribula-

tion of his house steward at Cheam.

And the immediate cause of it all, the little

grain of annoyance that had suddenly pre-

cipitated all this discontent with his life work was

—these trivial things that direct all our great

decisions!—half a dozen ill-considered remarks

made by a pretty girl, prettily dressed, with a

beautiful voice and something more than

prettiness in her soft grey eyes. And of these

half-dozen remarks, two words especially
—

" Monson's Folly." She had felt she was

behaving charmingly to Monson; she reflected

tlie next day how exceptionally effective she

had been, and no one would have been more

amazed than she had she learnt the effect she

had left on Monson's mind. I hope, considering

everything, that she never knew.
" How are you getting on with your flying-

machine? "
she asked. ("I wonder if I shall

ever meet any one with the sense not to ask

that," thought Monson.)
"

It will be very

dangerous at first, will it not?" ("Thinks I'm

afraid.") "Jorgon is going to play presently ;

have you heard him before?" ("My mania

being attended to, we turn to rational conversa-

tion.") Gusto about Jorgon ; gradual decline of

conversation, ending with—"You must let me
know when your Flying Machine is finished,

Mr. Monson, and then I will consider the

advisability of taking a ticket." ("One would

think I was still playing inventions in the

nursery.") But tlie bitterest thing she said

was not meant for Monson's ears. To Phlox,

the novelist, she was always conscientiously

brilliant. "I have been talking to Mr. Monson,
and he can think of nothing, positively nothing,

but that Flying Machine of his. Do you know

all his workmen call that place of his 'Monson's

Folly'? He is quite impossible. It is really very,

very sad. I always regard him myself in the light

of sunken treasure—the Lost INIillionaire, you
know."

She was pretty and well educated,— indeed, she

had written an epigrammatic novelette
;
but the

bitterness was that she was typical. She sum-

marised what the world thought of the man who
v.-as working sanely, steadily, and surely towards

a more tremendous revolution in the ajJiDliances

of civilization, a more far-reaching alteration

in the ways of humanity than has ever been

effected since history began. They did not

even take him seriously. In a little while he

would be proverbial. "I 7iiitst fly now," he

said, on his way home, smarting with a sense

of absolute social failure.
"

I must fly soon.

If it doesn't come off soon, by God ! I shall

run amuck."

He said that before he had gone through his

pass-book and his litter of papers. Inadequate

as the cause seems, it was that girl's voice and

the expression of her eyes that precipitated his

discontent. But certainly the discovery that

he had no longer even one hundred thousand

pounds' worth of realizable property behind

him was the poison that made the wound

deadly.

It was the next day after this that he exploded

upon Woodhouse and his workmen, and there-

after his bearing was consistently grim for three

weeks, and anxiety dwelt in Cheam and Ewell,

Maiden, Morden, and Worcester Park, places

that had thriven mightily on his experiments.

Four weeks after that first swearing of his, he

stood with Woodhouse by the reconstructed

machine as it lay across the elevated railway,

by means of which it gained its initial impetus.

The new propeller glittered a brighter white

than the rest of the machine, and a gilder,
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obedient to a whim of Monson's, was picking

out the aluminium bars with gold. And look-

ing down the long avenue between the ropes

(gilded now with the sunset), one saw red sig-

nals, and two miles away an anthill of workmen

busy altering the last falls of the run, into a

rising slope.
"

I'll come,'' said Woodhouse. "
I'll come

right enough. But I tell you it's infernally

foolhardy. If only you would give another

year
"

"
I tell you I won't. I tell you the thing

works. I've given years enough
"

"
It's not that," said Woodhouse. " We're all

right with the machine. But it's the steering

" Haven't I been rushing, night and morning,

backwards and forwards, through this squirrel's

cage ? If the thing steers true here, it will steer

true all across England. It's just funk, I tell

you, Woodhouse. We could have gone a year

ago. And besides
"

" Well ?
"
said Woodhouse.

" The money !

"
snapped Monson over his

shoulder.

"Hang it ! I never thought of the money,"
said Woodhouse, and then, speaking now in a

very different tone to that with which he had

said the words before, he repeated,
"

I'll come.

Trust me."

Monson turned suddenly, and saw all that

Woodhouse had not the dexterity to say, shining

on his sunset-lit face. He looked for a moment,

then impulsively extended his hand. "Thanks,"

he said.

"All right," said Woodhouse, gripping the

hand, and with a queer softening of his features,
" Trust me."

Then both men turned to the big apparatus

that lay with its flat wings extended upon the

carrier, and stared at it meditatively. JNIonson,

guided perhaps by a photographic study of the

flight of birds, and by Lilienthal's methods, had

gDodually drifted from Maxim's shapes towards

the bird form again. The thing, however, was

driven by a huge screw behind in the place of

the tail; and so hovering, which needs an almost

vertical adjustment of a flat tail, was rendered

impossible. The body of the machine was

small, almost cylindrical, and pointed. Forward

and aft on the pointed ends were two small

petroleum engines for the screw, and the navi-

gators sat deep in a canoe-like recess, the fore-

most one steering, and being protected by a low

screen, with two plate glass windows, from the

blinding rush of air. On either side a mon-

strous flat framework with a curved front border

could be adjusted so as either to lie horizontally,

or to be tilted upward or do^n. These wings

worked rigidly together, or, by releasing a pin,

one could be tilted through a small angle in-

dependently of its fellow. The front edge of

either wing could also be shifted back so as to

diminish the wing area about one-sixth. The

machine was not only not designed to hover,

but it was also incapable of fluttering. Mon-

son's idea was to get into the air with the initial

rush of the apparatus, and then to skim, much

as a playing card may be skimmed, keeping up
the rush by means of the screw at the stern.

Rooks and gulls fly enormous distances in that

way with scarcely a perceptible movement of the

wings. The bird really drives along on an

aerial switchback. It glides slanting downward

for a space, until it has gained considerable

momentum, and then altering the inclination of

its wings, glides up again almost to its original

altitude. Even a Londoner who has watched

the birds in the aviary in Regent's Park knows

that.

But the bird is practising this art from the

moment it leaves its nest. It has not only the
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perfect apparatus, but the perfect instinct to use

it. A man off his feet has the poorest skill in

balancing. Even the simple trick of the bicycle

costs him some hours of labour. The instan-

taneous adjustments of the wings, the quick

response to a passing breeze, the swift recovery

of equilibrium, the giddy, eddying moments that

require such absolute precision
—all that he must

learn, learn with infinite labour and infinite

danger, if ever he is to conquer flying. The

flying machine that will start off some fine day,

driven by neat "
little levers," with a nice open

deck like a liner, and all loaded up with bomb,

shells and guns, is the easy dreaming of a

literary man. In lives and in treasure the cost

of the conquest of the empire of the air may
even exceed all that has been spent in man's

great conquest of the sea. Certainly it will be

costlier than the greatest war that has ever

devastated the world.

No one knew these things better than these

two practical men. And they knew they were

in the front rank of the coming army. Yet

there is hope even in a Faint Hope. Men are

killed outright in the reserves sometimes, while

others who have been left for dead in the

thickest corner crawl out and survive.

"If we miss these meadows "said Wood-

house presently in his slow way.

"My dear chap," said Monson, whose spirits

had been rising fitfully during the last few days,
" we mustn't miss these meadows. There's a

quarter of a square mile for us to hit, fences

removed, ditches levelled. We shall come

down all right
—rest assured. And if we don't

" Ah !

"
said Woodhouse. "

If we don't !

"

Before the day of the start, the newspaper

people got wind of the alterations at the north-

ward end of the framework, and Monson was

cheered by a decided change in the comments

Romeike forwarded him. " He will be off

some day," said the papers.
" He will be off

some day," said the South Western season

ticket holders one to another
;

the seaside

excursionists, the Saturday to Monday trippers

from Sussex and Hampshire and Dorset and

Devon, the eminent literary people from Wok-

ing and Hazlemere, all remarked eagerly one to

another—" He will be off some day," as the

familiar scaffolding came in sight. And actu-

ally, one bright morning, in full view of the

ten-past-ten train from Basingstoke, Monson's

flying machine started on its journey.

They saw the carrier running swiftly along

its rail, and the white and gold screw spinning

in the air. They heard the rapid rumble of

wheels, and a thud as the carrier reached the

buffers at the end of its run. Then a whirr as

the Flying Machine was shot forward into the

networks. All that the majority of them had

seen and heard before. The thing went with a

drooping flight through the framework and rose

again, and then every beholder shouted or

screamed, or yelled, or shrieked after his kind.

For instead of the customary concussion and

stoppage, the Flying Machine flew out of its

five years' cage like a bolt from a crossbow,

and drove slantingly upward into the air, curved

round a little, so as to cross the line, and soared

in the direction of Wimbledon Common.

It seemed to hang momentarily in the air and

grow smaller, then it ducked and vanished over

the clustering blue tree-tops to the east of

Coombe Hill, and no one stopped staring anc

gasping until long after it had disappeared.

That was what the people in the train from

Basingstoke saw. If you had drawn a line

down the middle of that train, from engine to

guard's van, you would not have found a living

soul on the opposite side to the Flying Machine.

It was a mad rush from window to window as
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the thing crossed the Hne. And the engine-

driver and stoker never took their eyes off the

low hills about Wimbledon, and never noticed

that they had run clean through Coombe and

Maiden and Raynes Park, until, with return-

ing animation, they found themselves pelting,

at the most indecent pace, into Wimbledon

station.

From the moment when Monson had started

the carrier with a ''Now f" neither he nor Wood-

house said a word. Both men sat with clench-

ed teeth. Monson had crossed the line with a

curve that was too sharp, and Woodhouse has

opened and shut his white lips ;
but neither

spoke. Woodhouse simply gripped his seat,

and breathed sharply through his teeth, watch-

ing the blue country to the west rushing past,

and down, and away from him. Monson knelt

at his post forward, and his hands trembled on

the spoked wheel that moved the wings. He
could see nothing before him but a mass of

white clouds in the sky.

The machine went slanting upward, travel-

ling with an enormous speed still, but losing

momentum every moment. The land ran away
underneath with diminishing speed.

"Now I" said Woodhouse at last, and with

a violent effort Monson wrenched over the

wheel and altered the angle of the wings. The
machine seemed to hang for half a minute

motionless m midair, and then he saw the hazy
blue house-covered hills of Kilburn and Hamp-
stead jump up before his eyes and rise steadily,

until the little sunlit dome of the Albert Hall

appeared through his windows. For a moment
he scarcely understood the meaning of this

upward rush of the horizon, but as the nearer

and nearer houses came into view, he realized

what he had done. He had turned the wings

over too far, and they were s\vooping steeply

downward towards the Thames.

The thought, the question, the realization

were all the business of a soCv'^nd of time. " Too
much !

"
gasped Woodhouse. Monson brought

the wheel half-way back ivith a jerk, and forth-

with the Kilburn and Hampstead ridge dropped

again to the lower edge of his wintlows. They
had been a thousand feet above Coombe and

Maiden station; fifty seconds after they whizzed,

at a frightful pace, not eighty feet above the

East Putney station, on the Metropolitan Dis-

trict line, to the screaming astonishment of a

platformful of people. Monson fiung up the

vans against the air, and over Fulham they rushed

up their atmospheric switchback again, steeply—too steeply. The busses went floundering

across the Fulham Road, the people yelled.

Then down again, too steeply still, and the

distant trees and houses about Primrose Hill

leapt up across Monson's window, and then

suddenly he saw straight before him the green-

ery of Kensington Gardens and the towers of the

Imperial Institute. They were driving straight

down upon South Kensington. The pinnacles

of the Natural History Museum rushed up into

view. There came one fatal second of swift

thought, a moment of hesitation. Should he

try and clear the towers, or swerve east-

ward ?

He made a hesitating attempt to release the

right wing, left the catch half released, and gave

d frantic clutch at the wheel.

The nose of the machine seemed to leap up

before Mm. The wheel pressed his hand with

irresistible force, and jerked itself out of his

control.

^Voodhouse, sitting crouched together, gave

a hoarse cry, and sprang up towards Monson.

"Too far," he cried, and then he was clinging

to the gunwale for dear life, and Monson had

been jerked clean overhead, and was falling

backwards upon him.
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So swiftly had the thing happened that barely

a quarter of the people going to and fro in

Hyde Park, and Brompton Road, and the Ex-

hibition Road saw anything of the aerial catas-

trophe. A distant winged shape had appeared
above the clustering houses to the south, had

fallen and risen, growing larger as it did so
;

had swooped swiftly down towards the Imperial

Institute, a broad spread of flying wings, had

swept round in a quarter circle, dashed east-

ward, and then suddenly sprang vertically into

the air. A black object shot out of it, and

came spinning downward. A man ! Two
men clutching each other ! They came whirling

down, separated as they struck the roof of the

Students' Club, and bounded off into the

green bushes on its southward side.

For perhaps half a minute, the pointed stem

of the big machine still pierced vertically up-

ward, the screw spinning desperately. For one

brief instant, that yet seemed an age to all who

watched, it had hung motionless in mid-air.

Then a spout of yellow flame licked up its

length from the stern engine, and swift, swifter,

swifter, and flaring like a rocket, it rushed down

upon the solid mass of masonry which was for-

merly the Royal College of Science. The big

screw of white and gold touched the parapet,

and crumpled up like wet linen. Then the

blazing spindle-shaped body smashed and splin-

tered, smashing and splintering in its fall, upon
the north-westward angle of the building.

But the crash, the flame of blazing paraffin

that shot heavenward from the shattered engines

of the machine, the crushed horrors that were

found in the garden beyond the Students' Club,

the masses of yellow parapet and red brick that

fell headlong into the roadway, the running to

and fro of people like ants in a broken ant-hill,

the galloping of fire engines, the gathering of

crowds—all these things do not belong to this

story, which was written only to tell how the

first of all successful Flying Machines was

launched and flew. Though he failed, and

failed disastrously, the record of Monson's work

remains—a sufficient monument—to guide the

next of that band of gallant experimentalists

who will sooner or later master this great pro-

blem of flying. And between Worcester Park

and Maiden there still stands that portentous

avenue of ironwork, rusting now, and dangerous

here and there, to witness to the first desperate

struggle for man's right of way through the

air.



"What's up with Bill? 'es all over stickin' plaster."

"Oh, 'e forgot 'ed took 'is skates off, and tried to walk 'ome backwards."
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Stranger: "How is it that there are so maw widows M!0UT here?"

Local Wit: "I suprosE n"s 'cos their 'usuan's is dead."
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"
Slir's JUST ADOUI THE NEATESr, PURTIEST, AN' SWEETEAST DONAH IN THE WIDE, WIDE WORLD."

(C/iet'd/Zer.)
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IVailer : "Are vou prnnixG, sir?"

Customer: "What the dickens do vou iman, sir?"
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Ikey Mo {to Snooks, ivho thinks he is knocking 'em in his new coat) :
"
TiiAY, I'll gif yer two tollars
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mdoto {orderwg tombstone) : "And I nox'r WANT ANY MAUDLIN
AGE 75. "The good die young."'"

SENTIMENT ON IT
; JUST PUT,
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DiED,
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FLOTSAM AND JETSAM.
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"You've bix very early of late; you was always behini before,

ye'll YiK ftirst AT last."

If you kape on loike this,
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Clergyman :
" My KOY, DO YOU know it's wicked TO fish ON THE SAIiUATU ?

"

Yottngsier : "I isn't ptshin' ; I'm teachin' this 'ere wurm ter swim."
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"YOU NEVER KNOW YOUR LUCK."

COME I3ACK, VER SILLY, DO VER WANT TO bITLE VCR LUCK?"
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A WOMAN ON THE RIDGE.

By Walter Raymond.

SHE
strode rapidly up the steep hill-side, and

stopped at the edge of the pine-spinney

upon the ridge.

She was quivering with emotion, breathless

with haste, and she raised her white hand above

her eyes and stared through the deepening twi-

hght far away across the moor.

The clumps and patches of gorse were already

black as ink, and the gloom of night and soli-

tude was settling upon the wide stretch of purple

ling. For the sun had sunk below the rim of

earth; and the heavy masses of overhanging

cloud were underlit blood-red, with a momentary

passionate splendour. It gleamed upon the tall

stems of the ragged, weather-beaten pines. It

shone upon this woman—upon her wealth of

auburn hair, her eager face, with the parted,

expectant lips, and the ivory of her uncovered

neck.

In fear or passion she had run up from the

house whose chimneys peered between oak-

trees in the glen below. The short, loose sleeve

of her evening dress fell across the elbow of her

upraised arm.

Then she turned her head to listen.

There was no moving thing along the miles

of moorland road
;
and no sound but the whistle

of a curlew passing overhead, and the faint caw-

ing of distant rooks.

She drew a deep sigh. Then in a voice very

low, but with slow and clear articulation, she

put into words the conviction :—

" Then he has gone."

She told herself this truth, and her heart

accepted it with a sudden throb of joy, as of

relief from a passing discord in the symphony
of life.

" He said,
' Then we must part,' and he has

gone."

There was something of contempt in this first

thought of the husband whose grasp had not

been strong enough to hold and bend her to his

will. Then came a firmer grip upon the fact.

In a sudden outburst of despair she threw her-

self upon the ground, so smooth and dry beneath

the pines, and sobbed and sobbed.
" He has gone ! He has gone ! He has

gone !

"

But if he were wanting, what of herself?

There was humiliation in the thought that any

man who once had loved could leave her.

That were weakness in her womanhood, indeed.

And he had loved her once. Since he rode

away that morning with the threat upon his lips

-—a threat which then she laughed to scorn—for

he dared not go—a thousand recollections of a

lost romance came crowding through her mind,

and crept so near her heart that she put on the

pale blue gown with the pearl passoiienterie be-

cause he had once said he liked it.

Ten to one he had been too blind to see.

"So he has gone. Oh! let him go, by all

means, with his austere ways, and the frown

which cast a shadow of cold disapproval upon
65 f
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everything in life. Better left, than to live on

like this. Better alone to face it out. Let them

talk and laugh who will. The fools ! So he

has found the courage at last. He has dared

to go— the coward ! I hate him ! I hate

him !

"

She hid her face upon her arms and cried

with pride and rage.

Presently she raised her head
" Hark !

"

Far away across the moor her ear could dis-

tinguish the dull thud of a horse's hoofs. Then

he was coming, after all, and she had been

a fool to harbour fears. She might have

known he could not go—he, who dreaded talk

and scandal more than death, whose heart was

full of the pride of family and place. Well,

she would meet him as she meant, at the corner

where the road winds down into the valley. It

was a relief, and she could breathe again. The

sound came like an assuring voice to one in the

agony of a nightmare.

She rose and shook the dried fir-spines from

her gown.
The last gleam of sunset had faded from the

sky, and long clouds hung dark and leaden along

the horizon. Here and there she could still see

the road winding like a thread of white upon the

undulations of the moor
;
but it was too dark to

detect an approaching figure, and she looked in

vain.

The horse broke into a canter, then came

near faster and faster, until the head and

shoulders of the rider loomed above gDrse and

ling, and she saw that he was coming by the

drove, and not upon the highway.

Then it was not her husband, after all.

Her heart beat fast. She knew of only one who

came that way. She had waited for him often

m that place, with all the eager joy of a for-

bidden love— and walked across the lonely

moor—or sat unseen beneath the shelter of the

trees. But now in this crisis of her life she was

afraid. He must pass along the ridge, and

close under the spinney. As she now stood

he must almost touch her skirt. She drew

([uickly back and hid herself behind a small

thicket of thorns. She trembled with agitation,

and drew closer under cover of the bushes.

Then she whispered beneath her breath,—
"
Oh, not to-night ! Not to-night !

"

As the horseman came near he drew rein, and

walked his horse, still panting from the recent

gallop, slowly by the pines. At the brow of the

hill he stopped and looked down into the

valley. A light from a window of the house

gleamed between the branches of the oak-trees.

Not to-night. To-morrow— next week—when

it was known to the world, and she was used to

her shame—then let him come and take her, if

he would.

Quite close to her they stood in the gathering

darkness, horse and man, motionless and sombre

as a statue of bronze.

She could divine what thoughts were passing

through his mind, how he hesitated, weighing

passion against prudence. But love must

triumph. Her heart gladdened to feel she held

him fast. Presently he would go down to the

house, and finding no one there, disconsolate,

ride home again. Then she would watch him

pass, and creep indoors alone and think.

Suddenly his mind was iiiade up. He turned

his horse and rode quickly back the way he

came.

What? Was he, then, wavering because

people talked? For the people did talk, and

that had been the cause of this morning's

trouble.

At once she looked into the depths of her

misery and solitude
;

if all were sacrificed, and

then this man had not the heart. Then came
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a moment of clear insight, and the story of her

marriage passed before her mind full and clear

as the vision which haunts the brain of a drown-

mg man. How the thing had all happened
as if by fate, and beyond her power to control.

She had never thought of the man who was

to be her husband in that way.

She was so young, and picking daffodils to

deck the Piaster church, when he came down

the wood to speak to her. Almost she was

afraid he might be vexed to find her there.

"They are better on the south side," he said,
•

and together in the sunlight they walked along

the ride. And then a thing too strange and

inconceivable to be believed—he was talking to

her of love. He, ten years older, whom people

spoke of with wonder and she had always

looked upon with awe, was pouring words of

wild, extravagant passion into her ear. How
he loved her ! That without her he could

not live. So that it seemed that this man's

happiness was in her hands. And then the

pride of it, that he had chosen her. And yet

the doubt within her heart—as if her purpose

halted and was not sure. But in the whirl of it,

and before the spring was out, she was a bride,

and wed, and left the little rectory beside the

church for the mansion in the glen.

Then fresh experiences fell thick and fast

upon her.

In a quicker life she learnt the might of

womanhood, and she, too, was a queen whom
all eyes followed when she moved. And as

she gladdened in the revelry of her new-formed

power, her husband's brow grew stern. The

daffodils had passed with the spring. The

simplicity of her girlhood was dead. The
romance faded, and the passion grew cold

upon his lips. Then she scorned him in her

heart, for it seemed to her that he was the only

man she could not move. And the coldness

made her life a winter. And over the solitude

of that desolation, like the hopeless, unbroken

cloud over a December moor, hung the thought

that she had never loved, and never might
—as

she could love.

Was it her fault if there came a touch that

thrilled and a whisper that sent the quick blood

to her cheek ? So that all sense and prudence

was swept away in a flood of passion, which left

no time for thought until this evening, in the

moment of her misery, when her lover, pausing

upon the ridge, turned rein.

How much did her husband know this morn-

ing when he said they must part ? He must

have gone to town
;

for he took nothing, but

rode away without a word. And when they

parted, would he let her keep the child ?

Again she glanced towards the west
;
but ling

and gorse were wrapt in darkness, and the road

was hidden in the night.
" He has gone ! He has gone !" she cried.

"
It is too late !

"

In the agony of a black despair she called

to him by name, imploring him to come back—
to come back.

She would hasten to the house and write at

once a letter of love and contrition that would

bring him home. Let a man ride with it to the

post, and he would get it in the morning.

Regardless of brambles, she ran out of the

spinney and down the steep hollow into the

glen. It was dark, and she tripped on the

rolling stones and stumbled over the outcropping

rock. But when she reached the level drive,

she saw that the hall-door was open, and that a

bright light was streaming across the lawn.

Then fell upon her ear the sound of a well-

known voice.

" But where can your mistress be ?
"

"
I don't know at all, sir. She has not gone

out."
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She paused one moment to regain her

composure. Then she walked slowly up the

steps.

She raised her arms with an air of languor, as

of one worn out with waiting and a martyr to

neglect.
" Well !

"
she said quite sweetly, ignoring the

differences of the morning, "if I reach four-

score, I will never again give myself a moment's

anxiety about you as long as I live."

" But where have you been ?
"
asked her hus-

band quickly.
" Been ? When you were so late, I strolled

up to the ridge to meet you, and there I have

stayed this two hours, wondering whether you
were alive or dead."

"
Dear, dear," he replied regretfully.

"
I had

to go to Undercombe, and so I came back the

other way."

She stood there with the dignity of an empress,

the lamp shining down upon the rich coils of

her hair.

He stooped to pick something off the blue

gown.
" You have brought in a fir-cone clinging to

the lace," he said.
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HAS THE ENGLISH DRAMA RENASCED?
Bv A. E. Walkley.

WHY
not "renasce"? We say "coalesce,"

and "
effervesce," and "

acquiesce."

But if any purist objects to the neolo-

gism I offer him a personal apology, and pass

on to say that I use the word of malice pre-

pense in order that it may suggest an allusion

to the title of Mr. Henry Arthur Jones's recent

volume of essays, "The Renascence of the

English Drama." Mr. Jones's title begs the

question which I propose to ask. Within the

past ten years, in the opinion of Mr. Jones,

there has been a great change wrought in the

English theatre, a new departure and a new

development, such a general transmogrification

of theatrical affairs as can be called by no less a

name than a renascence, a new birth unto artis-

tic righteousness. Now, I ask, Has the English

drama renasced ?

It was Mrs. Poyser, I think, who devoutly
wished that all men might be born again

—and

born "different." Up to the present men, I

believe, have obstinately refused to fulfil this

pious aspiration. So the drama, it seems, has

had to oblige. Nothing less was expected of it.

The drama, you must have noticed, ranks with

the Government, the weather, and our wealthy
maiden aunt, as one of those institutions from

which we are always expecting things. It is like

an illustrious invalid : bulletins are always being

posted up in public places about the state of its

health—"
weaker," or "

sinking," or "as well as

can be expected." The latest bulletin is
"
re-

nasced." Even our university examiners are

always wanting to know about the drama. You

remember, in the Cambridge ballad of " The

Heathen Parsee," how they found in the can-

didate's hat, besides
" the Furies and Fates and

a delicate map of the Dorian States,"

"
. . . Some notes on llie rise of the dram.i,

A question invariably set."

Surely this persistent inquisitiveness is a little

unseemly ? Is its condition so much a national

concern as all that ? Does it really matter so

very much how we spend our time after dinner,

whether we kill it with Don Quixote or foot it

merrily with The Shop Girl} Why do we play-

goers take ourselves so seriously, subjecting

ourselves to a preliminary examination of con-

science before going to a theatre, as though we

were going to church, and declaring solemnly

that the time is out of joint because Dramatist

No. One " has produced no great play within

the past twelvemonth," or Dramatist No. Two
" has not fulfilled the high expectations formed

of him"? If an edict or an earthquake closed

all our playhouses to-morrow, I submit that the

great mundane movement would still go on.

But no
;
the drama, it seems, matters. The

playwrights affirm it, the players proclaim it, and

the play-goers believe it. What could the drama

do, so devoutly contemplated as it is, so eagerly

discussed, so coddled, made so much of, but

renasce? "
It is rny duty, and I will," says the

drama, like Captain Reece, of " The Mantel-

piece."

Before examining the actual condition of
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the drama and attempting any diagnosis of its

symptoms, I would point out that we should

always be on our guard against what may be

called the fallacy of modernity, the idea that

there is something peculiar in our own times,

something that gives them a special significance

in the world's history. There is of course some-

thing peculiar in them, which thing is the cir-

cumstance that we happen to be alive. But

this, it should chasten us to remember, is our

affair, not the Time-spirit's. There is a great

deal of human nature in those words of the

Church Service, "not in our time, O Lord."
'• Our time, O Lord," is marked off for us from

the time of every other generation. Yet every

generation shared the same fallacy, and thought

its own time, as we of to-day are so fond of say-

ing, "epoch-marking." Somewhere about the

year looo, for instance, and at periodical inter-

vals afterwards, everybody thought the world was

coming to an end. To-day we attach enormous

importance to the fact that the century is near-

ing its end, and think we have discovered a quite

new set of ideas, follies, fashions, and diseases,

called
"
century-end," as though there were some

peculiar virtue in the fact that contemporary
events here are taking place nearly nineteen

hundred years after another event somewhere

else, as though any other system of computing
time would not have knocked our precious

"century-end" into " the middle of next week."

The same fallacy underlies our persistent over-

working of "
modern,"

"
new,"

"
up-to-date," a

subject so nauseously hackneyed that I have

not the heart to do more than allude to it.

This is the fallacy which predisposes us to

believe that our time is peculiarly a time of

renascence. But the belief of course is not

necessarily a mistaken belief. Looking back-

ward, it is easy enough for us to see that the

development of our drama, for instance, has not

been along a continuous straight line, but in

a broken and an in-and-out curve. Where the

curve reappears after a gap, and takes an upward

trend, there you have what I suppose people to

mean by this blessed word "
renascence." Ob-

viously, the first of these moments occurs in the

period of "
Eliza and our James

"
;

the second,

again obviously, occurs in the reign of the Merry
INIonarch. The Elizabethan drama, the Restora-

tion drama, give us drama in the renascent

stage. To enumerate further moments of the

kind would be tiresome and superfluous ;
these

two moments ought to tell us all about a "
dra-

matic renascence
"
that we want to know, enough

at any rate to enable us to recognise it when we

meet with it again. At each of these moments,

then, the drama expressed, and was the one ait

tliat did express, the national life, either as a

whole (as in Shakespeare and Ben Jonson) or

in part (as in Congreve and Vanbrugh), and

current views about life. Observe, if you please,

the statement I have italicised, you will see why
in a jiffy. At each of these moments certain

ideas emerged and took artistic shape through

the medium of the drama, and through nothing

else
;
the drama was then not only one of many

ways of enunciating certain truths, of depicting

certain sides of life : it was the only way. Shake-

speare, as we know, took the mechanical por-

tion of his plays from any source to hand :

translations, chronicles, or older plays ;
but the

live portion, the portion of ideas, was his own.

The ideas of JIanilcf, the ideas of Othello, were

not to be found in any artistic form outside the

PLlizabethan playhouse ; they were taken straight

from life. So with Congreve ;
the ideas of The

Way of the JForld were taken not from any

other form of art, but straight from the court

and " the town." At these moments, then,

typical moments of dramatic renascence, the

drama differed not only in form -that it always
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must do
]

it is for that reason wc have had to

invent a special name for it—but in intellectual

content, from any other kind of art. And it is

only, I submit, when the drama does this, it

is only when it has an intellectual content of its

own, a store of ideas not to be found elsewhere

in art, that it can be called a really live drama,

a really efficient force. If drama merely ex-

presses in its own way the ideas which other

art forms—novels, pictures, and what not—are

expressing in their way, if, to use a cant but

convenient term, it has no special
"
message,"

which but for its agency would remain unde-

livered, then it is not a really efficient force, it is

not a motive power, but only a fifth wheel to the

coach.

Now it is because, in the sense in which I

have tried to fix on a definition of dramatic
"

life," our English drama to-day does not seem

to me to be really alive, that I think we are

wrong to talk about its "renascence," a term

which of course implies life, and not only life,

but life at its fullest, a great stir and ferment

of it. If we have indeed arrived at another

moment of renascence, as we are told, then I

think we must ask to be shown the symptom
that we know, and the symptom which I take to

be the characteristic one in such cases
;
we must

ask whether our drama has its peculiar intellec-

tual content, whether it is expressing ideas not

expressed by any other form of art. It may
be objected

—and the objection is plausible

enough to need meeting without more ado—
that this is scarcely the function of the modern

drama
;
that the stage no longer has the mono-

poly of public discussion which it had in Eliza-

bethan and Caroline times
;
that the drama can

no longer hope to invent and promulgate ideas

of its own, but must be content with giving

dramatic form to ideas which are the common

property of all the arts INIy answer to this ob-

jection is that the modern drama (though not

in England ; that, you will presently see, is my
point) has performed a special function in the

intellectual world, has invented and promul-

gated ideas of its own. Consider the theatre of

Dumas the younger, and you will find it pullu-

lating with ideas which are peculiar to itseif, or

were peculiar until the novelists and the other

artists laid hold of them. The idea of Z<? ^tV^,

the idea of LHomme Fe/nme, the idea of the Vil)-

rioii, Thouvenin's idea of pre-nuptial chastity,

Francillon's idea of conjugal tit-for-tat—I men-

tion only a few at random—are all special

Dumasian inventions, of his own coinage, and

bearing his own image and superscription.

Take away the Dumasian theatre, and you have

subtracted something from the intellectual con-

tent of modern French literature. My other

example must have occurred to you long before I

state it^Ibsen, of course. This is a dangerous

name in controversy, and the very fact that it is

dangerous makes for my contention. Perhaps

you dislike Ibsen. Then you have helped me
to prove my case. For why do you dislike

Ibsen? Surely not for his stage technique,

which even his bitterest opponents admit to be

admirable ? Surely not for his dialogue or any

other of his qualities as a literary artist ? No
;

you dislike him for his ideas. It is not the

artist you dislike, but the thinker. And when

you upbraid his admirers as Ibsenites, it is on

account of the ideas they have welcomed in his

plays, is it not ? We all know (if we do not all

understand) what these ideas are
;

it would be

too long and complicated a business to cata-

logue them. All that I want to insist upon is

that they are Ibsen's ideas, that they give his

theatre an intellectual content peculiar to itself.

With Dumas fils and with Ibsen, then—there

are other names,
"
foreign, I regret to say," but

these will suffice for my point
—the drama has
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performed a special function. It has expressed
ideas not expressed in any other medium. To
be sure, they have subsequently found their way
into other media—into the novel, the pamphlet,
the essay—but that is beside the question. I

am for the time being dealing not with imita-

tions, replicas, variants, but with inventions,

originals, primitive stocks.

So far as I can see, there is nothing or next

to nothing like this in our own stage of to-day.
" What !" you say, ''no ideas, with all our dra-

matists writing essays to explain themselves and

their tendencies and their ideals in the monthly

reviews, with all these discussions of first prin-

ciples at play-goers' clubs, with all these 'pro-

blem plays,' which are setting everybody by
the ears ?

" One moment, I beg. I do not say

that our stage has no ideas; I say that the ideas

which it has are not its own ideas, that it does

not swell the volume, but only canalises the

stream, of intellectual progress. Briefly, it tells

us nothing that we did not know before.

Theophile Gautier, writing in the days of Scribe,

said that an idea never found its way on the

stage until it was worn threadbare in news-

papers and novels. That was true of the

French stage fifty years ago ;
it is true, I think,

of our own stage to-day. Our dramatists seem

to have no thoughts of their own
; they only

dramatise other people's thoughts.
"
After you

with that idea !

" one seems to hear them say-

ing to novelist, sociologist, or pamphleteer.

Our dramatists, do I say? Practically there

are only three of them who count, who have

been long before the public, who may be said

to have given us the real measure of their

capacity; they are of course— I name them in

alphabetical order, to avoid the impertinence
of qualitative classification—Mr. Grundy, Mr.

Jones, and Mr. Pinero. Always these three !

It is a little tiresome to have to execute varia-

tions on this perpetual triad as a WcV//' whenever

our contemporary drama is in question. But

facts are facts, and this triumvirate represents

our drama
;
what they are, it is : and if it has

renasced, it is they who have accomplished the

renascence. I,et us then for a moment examine

them as ideologues and see, if we can, what

contributions they have individually made to the

intellectual stock of to-day.

Mr. Grundy is an ingenious playwrignt, with a

real scenic instinct, a keen eye for situations

and effects, a master, too, of brilliant dialogue.

In temperament he is John Bull at his best, of

a downright, plain-spoken honesty, a hearty hater

of shams and hypocrisies and "
fads." Also he

is a shrewd observer of life and character, in

so far as his range of vision extends. He is a

Sancho Panza, with better brains. But he is

not an ideologue.

For what ideas of his own has he contributed

to the common stock ? In his earlier plays he

never pretended to ideas of any sort
;

all he

aimed at was the dexterous contrivance of an

intrigue. From his later plays, in which, though

not without evident reluctance, he has ventured

upon ideas of some sort—because apparently

he saw that the stage was tending idea-ward,

and he felt he must march with the times—
what do you gather ? That to sow the wind

in youth is to reap the whirlwind in old age,

that there are some black sheep in journalism

and some snow-white ones in Judaism, t'nat mar-

riage is not an ideally perfect institution, and that

the laws of divorce cry aloud for amendment ;

what more? I can find nothing more, and in

this little store I cannot find one idea which is

the original property of Mr. Grundy. He has

raised no social questions, offered no fresh

individual solution of the problems of life and

conduct
;

he has simply appropriated the

questions of the day and dramatised the solu-
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tions of others. About this tune last year

Madame Sarah Grand had set us all chattering

about the "New Woman." The topic was

beaten out thin in magazines and newspapers

during the ensuing season. In the autumn,

when the topic had staled, and everybody was

heartily sick of it, Mr. Grundy brought out The

Neiv Woman. Sarah Grand, again, and the

whole tribe of "
Keynote

"
novelists had been

battening for months upon the marriage ques-

tion. When the subject had been flung aside,

an orange sucked dry, Mr. Grundy picked up
the peel and gave us Slaves of the Ring. Never

does he produce a fresh, original thought of

his own. When we talk of the ideas of Dumas

fi/s, the Ibsenite philosophy, we all know more

or less what is meant
;
but such a phrase as

"the ideas" or "the philosophy of ]\Ir.

Grundy
"
has no meaning.

Mr. Jones is a very earnest man. He feels

that life is serious and ought to have some

meaning, if he could only find it out. He

thinks, with Matthew Arnold, that the theatre

wants "
organizing

"
; and, with Sainte-Beuve,

that it is not enough to be amused with art,

but that we must be rightly amused ; and, with

Ruskin, that modern England sacrifices beauty,

plain living, and high thinking to utility and

money-getting and chimney-pot hats. As a

playwright he is an idealist and a romantic,

giving us in the region of practice excellent types

of picturesque exaggeration in strong primary

colours, and in the region of theory many in-

temperate and rather foolish sneers at
"

real-

ism," which he does not understand, calling it

"
drains

" and " kitchen middens " and other

ugly names,

". . . wliich is plenty, Dudley James.
"

He is a Don Quixote, with less absurd liallu-

cinations; but he is not an ideologue.

That "
it is impossible to contemplate the

Divine image in the person of the average

British tradesman without an uneasy suspicion

that the mould is getting a little out of shape
"

{read: that the British tradesman is not so suit-

able for the purposes of the romantic playwright

as a potter or an astronomer) ; that,
"
as women

cannot retaliate
"

{i.e.
on unfaithful husbands)

"
openly, they may ret^iliate secretly—and lie

"
;

that we ought to try and make London beauti-

ful
;

that Puritans who object to low-necked

dresses and the nude in art are often no

better than they should be
;
that we should live

the life according to nature—these are the

ideas of Mr. Jones's later plays. But they are

not peculiar to Mr. Jones. If his whole theatre

were obliterated from men's minds, thei'e

would be no perceptible shrinkage in the

world's stock of ideas. The philosophy of Mr.

Jones? There is no such thing. Scraps of

Ruskin and Matthew Arnold do not make ah

original contribution to philosophy.

There remains Mr. Pinero. Attention, pleasfe,

and hats off! For Mr. Pinero is a real live

dramatist
;
he can create characters whom We

can walk round, and think of as we think of

actual men and women. He can find the

dramatic formula to represent the inner work-

ing of our minds, the throbbing of our nerves.

In a word, he can do inside the playhouse much

of what the novelists of to-day are doing outside

it. He has given the drama a distinct lift,

brought it into line with the other arts. But he

is not an ideologue.

For none of his ideas, however new to the

stage, are new to the world. He has contributed

no independent thought of his own. The blue-

book, the pamphlet, the newspaper, the novel,

have all been beforehand with him. How many

studies of the neuropathic revoltce had literature

outside the playhouse not given us before Mh
Pinero brought her inside in The Second Mrs
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Tanqueray ? Vou might count theni by the

score. So with The Notorious Mrs. Ehbsviith.

The problem of extra-conjugal union which it

propounds had been discussed for months past

by all sorts of novelists and marriage reformers

"all over the place," Can you attach any

meaning to the phrase,
" the philosophy of

Mr. Pinero"? Yes; it is the philosophy of

social conservatism, the creed that things, bad

as they are, are best left alone. The creed

may be right or wrong ;
I am not discussing the

merits of Mr. Pinero's philosophy : all I want to

point out is that it is not an original individual

contribution to human thought. It is not en-

titled to be called "Pineroism," a distinct

product of the man, as
" Ibsenism

"
or

" Dumasism "
is a distinct product. Pineroism,

Grundyism, Jonesism
—

ihcy don't exist.

I have mentioned the three
"
only generals

"

of our dramatic army, and if my view be correct

that no one of them is an initiator, a pioneer of

thought, then I fail to see how it can be main-

tained that our drama has really renasced,

has been born again to its old inheritance, has

again known an originator as well as a dis-

seminator of ideas. Mind, I do not say that

we are not on the high-road to this happy event :

the drama may be, to use the orthodox phrase
in such matters,

"
in an interesting condition

''

;

I only say that the new birth, so far as I can see,

is not yet. . . . And even as I Avrite these

words I am half inclined to withdraw them,

and so, you may think, give my whole case

away, for the name occurs to me of one

dramatist who has really invented his own

ideas, as Alice's white knight invented his own

helmet, who has really tried to make the drama

a vehicle of original thought. I refer to the

author of Arms and the Man. Many worthy

people, I am aware, laughed very heartily at

this play, under the impression that they were

enjoying an excellent farce. So they were, but

underneath the farce was to be perceived, by
those who had eyes for it, a strange life philo-

sophy, paradoxical, if you like, fantastic, three-

cornered, but still a philosophy and a new,

an original one. It was concerned with a

number of current, yet, as Mr. Bernard Shaw

thinks, false, ideals, ideals of courage, love,

truth, and so forth, and its aim was to show

human beings stripping off these false ideals and
"
finding themselves." Good as the play was,

there were all sorts of faults to be found with

it from the view-point of technical dramatic

criticism—Mr. Shaw is a tyro in play-writing,

and suffers from inexperience like other men—
but that is not the point. The point is that

here was a play, the first, I think, for many a long

year in England, which gave us ideas of its own^
not ideas l)orrowed from a novel or any other

artistic source. With half a dozen such plays

as this to our account, we might, I think, begin

to talk about a dramatic renascence. But at

present there is only this one play, and, as Made-

moiselle Yvette Guilbert sings of something else,

ccst mince.

And now I hope no one will think me so

foolish as to be blind to a certain change in our

drama because I have argued that this change
does not amount to a renascence. Our drama,

whether that serious part ot it which calls

itself "art
"
or that lighter part which is content

to call itself merely
"
amusement," is obviously

a better, brighter, more vigorous thing than the

drama of our fathers. The little finger of

Grundy or Jones or Pinero is thicker than the

loins of Tom Robertson or Tom Taylor, just as

Albert Chevalier or Dan Leno is incomparably

better than George Leybourne or the great

Vance. And mention of these music-hall gentry

reminds me that this term "renascence," which

I think it is premature to apply to the drama,
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is indubitably applicable to the art of the music- life; their first appearance in an artistic form

hall
;

for here the condition I have insisted has been in the music-hall. When the drama

upon, the condition of original ideas worked can do this, when it gives us ideas of its own
out in that form of art, and no other, is satisfied. invention, not second-hand ideas, we may begin

Mr. Chevalier's
"

coster
"
ideas, some of Mr. Dan to talk of its renascence. But not, I submit,

Leno's types, have been taken straight from before then.
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IF ONLY ._ I

By Elfrida Ionides,

JOHN

FORRESTER sat by the bedside of

Ella Johnston, the girl he loved, and who

would have been his wife now had she not

been stricken down by the mortal illness which

was slowly killing her.

His fingers were upon her pulse and grief in

his eyes as he saw her lying there in the charac-

teristic attitude of her illness, an attitude un-

consciously assumed to ease her pain in some

measure
;

and he felt his heart gripped by

helpless sorrow as he realized how powerless

his science was to heal the one being he loved

best in the world.

John Forrester was waiting for his colleague

and friend. Dr. Bradby, from whose skill and

insight he still hoped for some helpful advice
;

but as he looked at Ella he knew in his heart

of hearts that, as medical science then stood,

there was no remedy for the disease which had

held the beautiful girl in its grasp for months,

and was gradually invading the strongholds of

life itself.

Presently he heard wheels drive up swiftly and

stop. The quick-following click of the closing

carriage door told him of his friend's arrival, and

he went out to meet him. A close hand-clasp,

and then together the two men examined the

chart of the patient's breathing, pulse and tem-

perature. Drawing the nurse aside, Dr. Bradby
asked what was her report for the morning.

"She has had two attacks since you saw her,

sir, but the last was the worst of all, and I am

sure, too, that the morphia is losing its power.

Can't you give her something else to deaden

the pain ?
''

"We'll see what we can do— we'll see what

we can do," answered Bradby gravely.

"It breaks my heart to see her suffer so,"

continued the woman. "You see, sir, until

yesterday and to-day she has always talked a

little, mostly of Dr. Forrester, and been so

pleased and thankful about anything that was

done for her, and always smiling back at me
when I gave her anything. But now there seems

no room to think of anything but the pain
" Here the woman broke off, almost

weeping.

The doctors turned to the sick-room to see

Ella, who moaned in agony as some movement

accentuated the pain, and her consciousness

escaped the influence of the drug and swam to

the surface.

Downstairs the two men looked at each other

silently for some seconds, despairing appeal in

one face, despairing helplessness in the other.

Then Forrester cried,
—-

"Well? Well?"

And in answer came the awful words :
—

"
I can do nothing for her—suggest nothing.

AVe must try to keep her well under the influ-

ence of drugs to ease her pain. My dear, dear

fellow, if I could only help you ! . . . She

cannot last many weeks, even with her strong

vitality. There is nothing to do but to give

her what ease we can, and to ]io_pe for the

end."
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Forrester had given up all other work for the

lime, and was living in the house of the dear

friend who, but for the dread invader of that

happy household, would now have been his

second mother. An invalid herself, Mrs. John-

ston needed John Forrester to take her place

by her daughter's side, and relied on his judg-

ment in all the arrangements of the sick-room.

When Dr. Bradby was gone, P'orrester went

into the room given him for his study, and read

and re-read passages in a recent work, which

gave the last words of science upon the malady
which was killing Ella. And again he had to

face the awful words which seemed beaten into

his brain, telling him how the sweet body and

sweeter soul he so loved must suffer ever-recur-

rent fits of agony, crowding on more and more

frequently, until presently her remaining days

would be one long suffering, till kindly death

released her.

Again he saw that dear brow, upon which

had always shone love and cheerfulness and

sweet contentment, drawn and bedewed with

drops of pain ;
he remembered her last coherent

words to him, whispered as he leant over her

bed only yesterday.
" Don't be so troubled, dear love. I know

you do for me all that can be done— but I have

had so little pain to bear in my life, and Fm
not used to it. I shall bear it better by-and-by,

and not heed it so much."

Brave, patient soul ! Had she any foreknow-

ledge of what was to come ? Her first thought
was always to spare him and her mother

;
and

John groaned as he realized what suffering was

needed to break down her fortitude, and force

from her the piteous cries for help which had

wrung his heart to-day.

Already the opiates were losing their power,
and he faced the fact—faced it as only a physi-

cian could—that soon he could do nothing;

that she must bear everything unhelped ;
and

perhaps even uncomforted by the knowledge of

his loving ministrations.

He loved her with his whole soul
; to give his

life for her would be nothing, and he could not

help her ! He could only look on, impotent to

cure, powerless to save her one pang of her

martyrdom, which presently, when no anaesthe-

tic could prevail, would be too awful for human
endurance. He must watch the horrible disease

march ruthless and relentless upon its ordered

way.

His agony perhaps was worse than hers, and

his racked brain, still instinctively groping,

though hopeless, for some alleviation of the

horrors before them both, was suddenly filled

with an illuminating thought, as some half-for-

gotten passages from Munk's " Euthanasia "

flashed upon his mind. The subject had in-

terested and occupied him a few years before,

and he now murmured the words :
—

" A '

beautiful death
'

;
a

'

painless death
'

;

"

adding still lower,
—" A painless ptitting to

death:'

He shuddered, and thrust the thought from

him
; fought it through the night, and kept it at

bay ;
but for the next few days it stayed with

him day and night, and gradually changed from

an awful to a comforting thought.

Ella's condition grew worse, until at last a

day came when nothing could be done to help

her.

Forrester shut himself up, and questioned
himself.

" Dare he, a member of a profession

in which research was ever finding new healing

agencies, new methods of cure—dare he decide

that nothing could be done for his dear love—
save in one way ?

"

Again he summed up the whole case.

" No one can help her. Bradby, like all

the rest, says I can do nothing more. Surely,
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surely I, who love her so, must give her ease

and rest. . . . It is murder in the eyes of

man, but what has that to do with it ? God will

hold me guiltless.. More, He who knows all,

who knows what lies before her, must hold me
right. And she, if her spirit were clear enough
to choose, she would choose to die now; un-

less, in her dear unselfishness, she feared to lay

the burden of decision and action upon me."

* * * *

"She shall pass away painlessly," he said to

himself, and then was summoned upstairs by an

urgent and frightened call from the nurse,
—

"
Come, sir, come ! She is worse, and calls

for you."

When this last and worst crisis was past, Ella

lay almost senseless, and as Forrester looked

upon her, with her passionate, piteous cries of
"
Help me, help me, John," re-echoing in his

ears, he said to himself,—
" Never again shall she call upon me in vain

—and only one response is jiossible."

Turning to the nurse he said,
—

" Go into the next room, nurse, and get what

sleep you can. I will watch to-night, and call

you if I want you."

Left alone with Ella, he looked at her white

face for some time with wistful tenderness, and
then he fetched the draught of the beneficent

drug which was to give her release and peace.
"
My dear one, drink

;
this is the truest gage

of love I ever gave you. Drink, my sweet."

A strange peace came upon him too, and the

holy calm which was on the dead girl's face was
reflected upon his. The fight was over, and

surely she and he were victors !

* * * *

The next evening, whilst Forrester was resting
after the heavy business of the day, and still

was in the state of abnormal calm after recent

loss, he received and read a letter written by a

fellow-student, who had been a good friend

always both to him and to Ella. It ran :
—

"Vienna, ^th August, 189
—

" Dear John,—
"

I have the best news for you. Your sad

face, and the thought of Ella's suffering, pur-

sued me so that when I came here I sought out

Frobisher. You remember him ? He was

laughed at in London for his mad theories, but

I always thought there might be something in

them. He has got countenance here, and he

is working hard at one of the largest hospitals,

and—can you bear it, my friend?— he has made

two wonderful cures in cases like Ella's. I tell

you, as a careful, cautious man, that I believe

his treatment to be one of the greatest dis-

coveries of the age, and I believe he can cure

Ella.

"I enclose full extracts from Frobisher's case-

book. Begin the treatment at once, but go care-

fully, and see that you put no strain upon the

already over-worked heart. But do not delay ;

try it, try it, for I know there is in it salvation

for Ella. I follow this letter in twenty-four

hours, that I may give you the benefit of my
clinical experience under Frobisher, but you
must not wait for me, as ease from pain follows

astonishingly quickly upon the beginning of

treatment. . . ."

Forrester read through the case-book care

fully, and as he sat all night with it open before

him, he knew that if he had but waited she

might have been with him now.

Grey, and careworn, and changed, he took up
his burden next morning. The man was dead,

and buried in Ella's narrow grave, but the

physician in him lives on, and his life is

given to the service of his suffering brethren.

But as he goes amongst them, the utterance of

his whole soul is one "
If only

—-—
!

"
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Tragedian {disappoinleiT) :
" Vou siioui.n see me play 'Amlet. Irving? Why, I coui.d act 'is

eloomin' 'ead off.''



Theatrical Lodgin-^-hoiise Keeper: "WHAT NAME DID YOU S \Y, SIR? HarLTON?"

Ador {about to take apartments) : "No, NOT Harlton—Arlton."

Theatrical Lodging-house Keeper: "On, thank goodness, I'm spared one haitch for a week.
98



THE MISLAID CHILD : AN EXTRAVAGANCE.
Bv Grant Richards.

THE
train was already three minutes late in

leaving Cannon Street, and the guard had

whistled and waved his flag, and done all

the other conventional things that sometimes

betoken a speedy departure, when the door was

flung open and, just as we began to move, a

lady was pushed into our carriage. It was a
" smoker "

; and, after recovering her breath,

she apologised for her intrusion. We were

alone in the carriage, my friend and I—^I did

not know him then
;

this day marked the

beginning of our acquaintance
—and he immedi-

ately won my respect by throwing his cigar out

of the window. The lady protested, but not

soon enough to avert the sacrifice. INIyself, I

was not smoking.

The train was an express, and would not stop

till Redhill .was reached, and after this brief

disturbance, we settled down to our evening

papers. Suddenly I was startled by a sob.

Looking up I saw that the lady was not only

crying, but was evidently labouring under some

sudden and strange excitement. I was just

going to speak when my friend addressed her.

,' Madam," he began, "pray excuse the inter-

ference of a stranger, but is there anything
?"

"
I have forgotten my baby !

"
she gasped.

" Where ?—when ?
" he asked.

"Just now in Cannon Street. I was in the

waiting-room waiting for the train. Baby was

on the seat beside me. I looked up suddenly,
saw the train was at that moment due to start,

jumped up . . . and here I am. I ran all

the way up the platform in my anxiety, just caught

the train, as you saw, and now what shall I do ?

I must stop the train
;

I must go back. Oh !

what shall I do ?
" She gasped rather than

spoke the sentences, punctuating them with

sobs.

The situation was a strange one : she had

already begun to look round for the communi-

cator. I wondered what her hearer would say

and do.

"It's no use stopping the train, madam," he

broke in.
" We're not within a mile of a

station here. In half an hour "—
looking at his

watch— " we shall be at Redhill, and then you
must telegraph. It will be quickest and best."

There was further conversation. The woman

protested at the delay He spoke with assur-

ance, and she subsided
;
and the silence was

untroubled save by her sobs. The train arrived

at Redhill
; my friend took the lady to the

station-master, briefly explained the circum-

stances (for the poor soul was too excited to be

coherent), and then rejoined me. The carriage

had received no further occupant, and naturally

we fell to talking of the woman and her adven-

ture. We took to each other at once, and in a

few minutes he was telling me of his position,

where he was going, and, as some people other-

wise reserved will do with a stranger who takes

their fancy, was explaining his most private

affairs. "Oddly enough," he said,
"

I was once

mixed u^) in just such an accident as that
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myself, only I was the father of the child who

was lost, and I wasn't there at the time. But

I'll tell you about it.

"
I'm fifty now, as I said, and a widower with

grown-up children. Five years ago I was living

in the States, where I had an engineer's appoint-

ment. But I'd made my pile, and was thinking

of coming home
;
so it was arranged that my

wife—who was living then—should come over

to England first with the children— there were

three of them, all girls, the eldest being seven-

teen, the next ten, the youngest six— and

look out for a house to suit us. I wasn't sorry

to have her go. To tell the truth, I wanted a

rest. She used to nag me—you know what I

mean
;
and the two eldest girls took the cue

from her behaviour. I didn't get much pleasure

out of my family except from Ethel, the little

one, whom perhaps I spoiled, but whom certainly

the others ill-treated and were jealous of. My
wife ignored her, and never took her into her

calculations. I wanted to keep Ethel behind

with me, but my wife wouldn't hear of it, and

they all went off together. They didn't write

much. I didn't expect it, and certainly they

wouldn't mention Ethel if they could help it.

And as they never said anything about her, I

took it for granted she was all right.
" After they'd been gone about nine months,

I followed them. They'd taken a house at

Wimbledon, and seemed satisfied. My wife, if I

could judge from her letters, was less inclined

to worry me now she was back in England
— she

had never liked America. I arrived late one

night in January, thoroughly done up with

travelling right through. My wife and the two

eldest children came into the hall to welcome

me, and I had every reason to be pleased with

my reception. Ethel no doubt, I thought, had

gone to bed, and I should go up to see her

directly. We sat down to supper.
' How is

Ethel, dear ?
'

I asked my wife, and I hope as

long as I live I may never see a question have

such an effect again. For a moment she

seemed to be collecting her thoughts, and then

suddenly she turned livid before my eyes.

'Ethel . . . Ethel!' she gasped.
' Ethel is

. . . Ethel is . .

'

" '

God, woman,' I shouted, starting to my
feet (I was alarmed and lost my head),

*

speak
out ! Where is she ? What has happened ?

Why didn't you write ? She's well, isn't she ?

AVell, why don't you speak ?
' But it was use-

less
;
she had fainted, and was hanging on the

side of the chair, a ghastly sight. Leaving
the children to look after her— in my excite-

ment I had almost forgotten they were in the

room, quite forgotten that they could perhaps

tell me where and how my darling \yas—I rushed

to the head of the kitchen stairs. I met the

servant coming up.
' Where is Miss Ethel ?

'

I

cried. The maid had hardly seen me before,

and looked at me as if I were mad. ' Miss

Ethel! who's she, sir? I never heard of her.'

Distraught, unable to contain myself, I rushed

back to the room. My wife was lying on the

floor, still unconscious, breathing horribly.

'Where is your sister?' I asked Kate, the

eldest of the children. In the brief moment of

waiting for a reply I could see she was as white

as paper.
" '

I don't know, father. Get mother well,

and she'll tell you. . . . We don't know.

We haven't seen her since we were in Scotland.'

" To cut matters short, I poured the most of

a jug of cold water over my wife's head
;

I

slapped her hands, her feet, and her spine ;
and

I sent for a doctor. It was a regular swoon (her

heart was weak), and she took some time to

recover. I wasn't allowed to see her again that

night. I went to bedj but not to sleep. It was
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clear Ethel was not in the house. Her sisters

evidently didn't know where she was, and my
wife, when interrogated, fainted away. I could

only think the worst.

"At noon the following day I was told niy

wife was better, and wanted to see me. I went

to her with rage in my heart, and horrid anxiety.

Sitting up in bed, in a yellow dressing-jacket,

her pale hair about her face and neck, she

looked fearfully ill, but I felt no pity. Where

was my darling ? What had been done to

her ? These questions, throbbing through my
brain, made the burden of my thought, leav-

ing no room for compassion.
'

Archie,' she

moaned at once, her voice catching on sobs,
'

I had forgotten all about Ethel till last

night. I left her at Perthlochrie ... I

don't know where she is now.' And then came

the full confession. After landing at Liverpool

they had gone near Inverness to visit some of

my wife's relations. When they came south

again they had had to change at Perthlochrie.

Now my wife's memory was a very good one

when the subject was recalled to her. She

remembered every incident connected with

Ethel up till that time. Apparently she had

told her to sit down on the seat in the station

while she and the two elder girls
—

they had

nearly an hour to wait—went into the town to

buy some fruit. From Kate I discovered that

she had asked her mother, as they made their

way out of the station, where Ethel was, and had
had a sharp reply that Ethel was all right.

'

And
this reply she asserted—and I had no good
ground on which to doubt her— she had, when
an hour later the train started with Ethel still

absent, taken to imply that some arrangement had
been made for her sister to stop behind. She

knew, too, from the tone in which the reply had
been given that the subject irritated her mother,
and so she had not only refrained from reverting-

to it herself, but she had also told her younger
sister to avoid it. Anyhow, my wife could not

deny that from the moment she had gone out of

the station, leaving Ethel on the seat, until the

day of my return, nearly nine months later, she

had entirely forgotten the child's existence.

Kate it was who looked after Ethel's clothes and

things, and Kate purposely, from motives of

policy, and also, it must be confessed, because she

didn't like her sister, and was only too glad to

dismiss her from her thoughts and conversation,

didn't mention her name. It had been an un-

conscious conspiracy of silence.
' As far as I was

concerned, it was as if the child had never been

born,' my wife said.
'

I never heard her name

and never saw anything of hers to I'emind me of

her. When we had finished shopping at Perth-

lochrie that day, we had only just time to catch

the train—we had to run to catch it; it never

occurred to me to miss her.' And that was the

burden of all I could get her to say. It had been

a pretty muddle, but she was suffering for it then.

From the shock of my anger and of the dis-

covery of the result of her carelessness she never

recovered. It thoroughly unhinged her, and

she died within the year.
"
Naturally I was half distracted. Still there

was nothing to be done but to go to Perthlochrie

and make inquiries. Surely the child would

be easy enough to trace. She was very young,

of course, and she knew of no address to give,

but still she could talk, she was obviously of

\vell-to-do parents, and some one would have

taken care of her. Anyhow, if the worst came

to the worst, she would have found her way to

the workhouse.
"

I got my wife out of bed, ill though she

still was, and made her leave London with me
that very night for Perthlochrie. In the train,

running through the darkness, I could hardly

contain myself. The joy I had in returning to
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England was mostly bound up in Ethel, and

now, through her own mother's criminal care-

lessness, she was lost—possibly for ever. In

the interval she might have been ill looked

after. She might have died of neglect.

"At last, in the grey cold of a winter morning,

we ran into the station where my darling had

been left. I carried no luggage but a hand-bag,

so, although the platform was large and crowded

with passengers, it did not take me • a minute

to find the station-master.
" ' One minute, sir, if you please. This train

must go before I can attend to you,' and I

had to control my impatience. And even

when the platform was empty and I could tell

him my story- 1 could get but little satisfaction.

He was only a deputy for the real station-

master, he said, and could say nothing himself.

Certainly he had heard of a little girl being

found, but his colleague would come on duty

at nine, and if I would return then I could see

him and hear the facts. I had two hours to

wait ! My wife insisted on my taking her into

the station hotel to breakfast, and perhaps it

was as well—at least it filled up the time.
" There is a sort of restaurant connected

with the hotel at Perthlochrie, giving onto the

station, and we took our places at one of the

windows, where I could command the whole

platform. 'There, it was under that clock, on

that very seat by the book-stall, that I left the

child,' my wife explained.

"Waiting for breakfast and eating it—not

that we either of us ate much—took up more

than an hour. I watched the hands creep

slowly round the clock until at last it was after

half-past eight. I had turned aside for a moment
to pay the bill when I felt my wife's hand

grip my arm. I looked round at her and then

followed the direction of her gaze. There,
under the clock, sat Ethel, almost as I had

seen her last. Leaving my wife, and the waitress

with my change in her hand, I rushed on to

the platform. Yes, it was Ethel, and she knew

me, and as I ran towards her she jumped up,

and when I reached her flung herself crying

into my arms. ' You have come at last ! I

knew you would ! . I knew you would !

'

"Well, it's no use my telling you everything
she said, and I said, and my wife said. I tell

you I was happy to hold my darling in my arms

again, safe and sound, hardly altered from when

I had said good-bye to her on the steamer at

New York ! Of course she was too young to

explain all that happened since her mother had

left her. I had to wait till the station-master

arrived, and then 1 heard the story. It appeared
that she stopped where she had been put for a

couple of hours. Then one of the porters,

noticing how young she was and that she

seemed to have no one looking after her, asked

her where she was going.
' I'm waiting for

mother,' she answered, 'and then we're going
to London.' But as the London train had

gone more than an hour, something was evi-

dently wrong. He went and reported the story

to his chief, and they questioned the child

together. It soon became clear that she had

been left behind. But nothing would induce

her to leave her seat. She was so sure her

mother would come back for her.

"
Well, the long and short of it was that she

was so pretty and helpless that when the even-

ing came the station-master —- who had no

children of his own—took her home to his

wife, and she slept in his house that night. He
had telegraphed to Euston that the child was

safe if inquiries were made, and naturally he

expected he would have to send her south the

next morning. But no inquiries were made, of

course. The Euston people had heard nothing

about any missing child, and day followed day
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and slill she remained at Perthlochrie. Her

name and that her destination was London

seemed the full extent of her knowledge ;
nor

was any inquiry up the line able to elicit further

information. He could only come to the con-

clusion that she had been left behind on purpose.

But as his wife took to her as much as he had

done himself, it never occurred to either of them

th?.t they should not keep her; and as the months

went by they became so used to her and her

ways that they looked upon her as their own

child, sent by God to recompense them for

their childlessness. But nothing would induce

Ethel to stop indoors during tlie day. Every

morning, week-day and Sunday, she would go
after breakfast to the station and would take up
her place on the seat her mother had taken

her to. She hardly seemed conscious of the

flight of the weeks, so confident was she that

her mother would come. ' But I never expected

you^ father,' she said.

"
Every one in the station got to love the

little maid. She became quite one of the

features of the place, and when we came away

all the porters and people came and gave her

three cheers and made all the other pas-

sengers wonder what was the matter. And
she hung out of the carriage window as we left

the platform and kissed her hands, and pro-

mised to return, like the little queen she was.

The sight was almost worth the shock of losing

her : you could see how sorry they all were at

her going. But the worst of it was—and is—

that she got up quite a love affair with a news-

stall boy—a pretty little Scotch chap of twelve

years old, who used to take her all the picture-

papers and tell her stories. She'd promised to

marry him, she said, when she grew up, and

when we came away it was at him she looked

most, and I could see how hard put to it he

was to keep the tears from his cheeks. Poor

little fellow ! But she hasn't forgotten him.

She's eleven now, but she still means to marry
him. He's seventeen, and has managed to go

to one of the Scotch Universities—Edinburgh,

I believe—and they write each other letters. I

don't know how I shall get her to give him

up.''

"
Though herparents Jtave mislaid her."

" Vox see I wasforgotten..'\
The Shop Girl.

" I \vas not surprised that he, leliciin^ me to he dea<i, did not

recognise ine. 'Captain,^ said I,' 'was tiic iitei-chattt's name, iowhoiii

tliese baies belonged, Slnbad?' '

Vcs,' re/lied he, 'that was his

name; he catne/rom Bagdad, and embarked on boardmy ship at

Bussorah. One day xvheii ive lauded at an island to take in water

and other refreshments, I know not by what mistake, I sailed with-

out observing that he did not re-end'ark with us ; neither I nor the

merchants perceived it tillfour hours after.'
"

Second Voyage of Sinbad the Sailor.
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